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Eco-Tourism in the Colorado River Delta and the Upper Gulf of California

ABSTRACT

The northwestern region of the State of Sonora, Mexico is an area rich with cul-
tural and bio-diversity. In recent years, over-fishing of this area coupled with the disap-
pearance of the Colorado River Delta waters has caused a marked decline in the fish-
ing industry. Local economies have suffered causing a trend of the young adults to
move away from their homes in order to find viable occupations. Eco-tourism is a viable
alternative, potentially improving the current economic decline of the local communities
and maintaining the cultural family structures. Examination of the cultural, economic
and environmental needs of the area and the preferences of eco-tourists, indicate the
possibilities for a sustainable, low impact eco-tourism program.

An integrated form of Eco-tourism is proposed for Cienega de Santa Clara, with
other potential sites for Eco-tourism tourism activities identified within the region
bounded by the Colorado River Delta Biosphere Reserve to the north, extending south
through to the small fishing village of El Golfo de Santa Clara. The recommendations
proposed are based on the integration of the following: the desires and needs of the
locals, involvement of the locals at all levels, strategies that are sensitive to the environ
ment, the desires and needs of Eco-tourists and the needs of outfitter guide services. A
pro-active approach will be implemented in conjunction with a an American based
company, Southwest Trekking, through the employment of pilot trips, surveys and struc-
tured interviews with locals residents and environmental scientists.
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION

Justification For The Establishment Of An Eco-Tourism Program In The Colorado River Delta
And Upper Gulf Of California Region
Environmental and Socio-Cultural

The need for an eco-tourism program in the Colorado River Delta and the Upper Gulf of California is linked to the heart of this region, the Colorado River
Delta. The Colorado River Delta has been greatly impacted by many environmental and socio-cultural issues. Staring in the 1920's, the Bureau of Reclamation
constructed a series of dams, diverting water for irrigation purposes and power generation. By the 1970's, the negative impact s of the dams was being felt. Con-
cern was raised over the build up of sediment behind the dams and the Colorado River Delta had essentially dried up.

The disappearance of the Colorado River Delta waters has greatly impacted the Mexican farming communities located in the historic flood plane of the
Colorado River. Farming has become increasingly difficult, due to decreased quantities of water and increased levels of salinity. Farming communities are in a
period of cultural flux and are looking for alternative livelihoods.

A state of change often provides new opportunities. Eco-tourism is a viable option. The involvement of the local cultures in the establishment and man-
agement of an eco-tourism program, during this period of cultural flux, would provide them with increased opportunities to form the future as they see fit. This in
turn, would promote a sense of pride, identity and stewardship to their culture. A culture involved in an eco-tourism program not only takes pride in themselves,
but also become stewards of the entity that is providing the alternative livelihood – the environment. Thus, preservation through eco-tourism.

Economic
Eco-tourists are primarily people from Europe, North America, and Japan — people with greater disposable incomes and more leisure time. The average

age of an Eco-tourist is between 30 and 50 years old, is a professional or retired, enjoys outdoor activities and has had previous experience traveling abroad. Eco-
tourists tend to be relatively wealthy with incomes ranging from $30,000 to $90,000 annually. Eco-tourists enjoy activities such as hiking / trekking, bird watching,
nature photography, whale watching, fishing, mountain climbing, wildlife safaris, river rafting, botanical study, camping and research trips.

In 1995, 809.5 million people, or 69% of the population of the United States went on pleasure trips. (Sonoran Institute, 1997.) An estimated 5 million Ameri-
cans participated in nature tours in 1995. They are tourists who want to experience remote and unique environments that provide both natural and cultural experi-
ences. (Sonoran Institute, 1997.) These tourists value environmental, historical and cultural education; are adventuresome preferring "off the beaten path" sites
and are not adversely affected by poor facilities/ infrastructure. (Sonoran Institute, 1997.) They seek out uplifting experiences, visually, physically and mentally.

The establishment of an eco-tourism program in the Colorado River Delta and Upper Gulf of California Region would provide the type of experience that
eco-tourists seek. This in turn would provide economic revenues to the region.
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Purpose, Objectives and Scope

Purpose:
Environmental:
Establish an Eco-tourism program that conserves the natural environs. Increase the awareness and appreciation of nature for both the tourist and the local
people

Socio -cultural:
Establish an Eco-tourism program that sustains the well being of the local people. Maximize the economic benefits for the local people by involving them in
all aspects of the program and by guiding revenues generated from the program directly into their hands.

Economic
Establish an Eco-tourism program that integrates the needs and desires of the potential market.
Identify and develop features within the program, which will attract eco-tourists
Maximize the economic gains for both the local people as well as the tour guide.

Objectives:
Environmental
To develop a sustainable Eco-tourism program for the Cienega de Santa Clara

Promote the use of canoes on the Cienega
Recommend environmentally sound methods of disposing of human waste
Develop a checklist for the flora and fauna found within the Cienega

Identify other areas of interest and establish linkages between the points of interest
identified within the following areas:
Reserva de la Biosfera Alto Golfo de California y Delta del Rio Colorado
El Golfo de Santa Clara and beaches to the south

Socio -cultural
Aid in the development of an Eco-tourism program for the Johnson Ejido.

Research and identify the needs and desires of the Johnson Ejido.
Identify overnight accommodations for the tourists.
Identify ways to involve the locals as guides, interpreters, providers of accommo
dations and meals, managers, etc.
Direct moneys to the locals.



Tour Guides of the Cienega de Santa Clara

Aid in the development of various modes of physical linkages (i.e. boating, biking), which provide a range of physical involvement as well as increasing the
involvement of the local people.

Economic
Identify other areas of interest along the coastal area, south to El Golfo de Santa Clara as potential future sites for nature tourism programs and create
linkages between these identified points, creating a more diverse and therefor more viable Eco-tourism program.

Implementation through the use of pilot tours and aiding in the procurement of needed tourism amenities.

Scope:
The scope of this thesis will involve the following:
Eco-Tourism program for the Colorado River Delta and the Upper Gulf of California:

A discussion of the environmental and cultural history of the region.
A discussion of the past and present day state of the Cienega de Santa Clara
A discussion of eco-tourism with the inclusion of case studies
Recommendations of activities and linkages
Design concepts regarding overnight accommodations.
Interpretative /educational strategies
Local involvement strategies.
Conduct pilot trips with surveys to be included as part of a database for statistical
analysis.
Structured interviews with environmental scientists and locals residents will be
included for statistical analysis.
Will NOT include programs for the more traditional types of tourist (i.e. people
traveling in RV's, people wanting traditional hotel / motel accommodations,
people not interested in physical involvement, etc.)
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CHAPTER 2 - HISTORY

A discussion of the history of the region of study, the Colorado River Delta and the Upper Gulf of California is important given the significant changes that
have occurred and are still occurring. Both an environmental and a cultural overview will be discussed.

Rather then a chronological ordering of this chapter, this researcher has chosen a geographical order based on the areas pertinent to this project.

Colorado River Delta

The Colorado River is one of America's greatest rivers, often referred to as the Nile of America. Its watershed drains 242,000 sq. miles with its headwaters
located high in the Rocky Mountains and empties into the Gulf of California, with an elevation drop of 10,000 ft. In years of high precipitation the river would carry
more than 24 million acre-feet of water to the Gulf. Colorado means red and comes from the color of the water due to the large quantities of sediment carried by
the river.

The early history of the Colorado River dates back to millions of years ago with the geological formation of rock layers thousands of feet thick which were cut
through by precipitation and wind, forming the Grand Canyon and other deep gorges.

The human history of the Colorado Delta can be examined in three stages: primitive, exploratory and exploitative. (Kniffen, 1932.) The primitive human
occupation of the Colorado River Delta began approximately 10,000 years ago with the indigenous people living by the river as gatherers and hunters. As these
cultures developed into agrarian societies, seeds were planted following the spring floods, taking advantage of the moisture and nutrients retained in the soil.

Prime farmland - land that did not repeatedly flood - was highly valued and warfare between groups was a common occurrence. The Cocopahs' inhabited
the "southern-most portion of the Colorado River Valley, from the Coachella Valley to Cerro Prieto in Baja." (Tellman, 1997). They grew crops such as beans,
pumpkin, squash, and corn. They also gathered a wild grass, Distichlis pa/men, referred to as wild wheat found growing on Montague Island at the mouth of the
Colorado River. The Quechan (Yuma) Indians lived farther north, also planting after the spring floods. The Maricopas lived along both the Colorado and Gila
Rivers, practicing flood farming. During this period, it is also thought that the Tohono O'odham Indians seasonally migrated to an area south of the Cienega de
Santa Clara to harvest salt.

The exploratory stage is marked by the arrival of the Spaniards, in the 16th Century. The first European to visit the Delta Region was Francisco Del Ulloa in
1539. Many followed him. Padre Eusebio Kino walked, on what he called the Camino del Diablo, from Caborca to Yuma, proving that Baja California was not an
island. (Sykes, 1937.)

In 1775, Father Garcés wrote of the Delta:

"There is no place where it can be forded on horseback except, when it is low, in the land of the Yumas...Everywhere it has groves of
willows, cottonwoods, mesquites and screwbean mesquites, except, where it passes between rock walls. Although it is wanting in pastur
age it does have some short grasses, swamps of rushes, wild amaranth and other tall fodder grasses. The land along its banks is good



Wheat growing in the Johnson Ejido Fields

except here and there an alkaline stretch. All sorts of crops are to be found, and in places the

cultivable lands are so extensive that they can support the inhabitants and many others besides".

(Tellman, 1997).

With the arrival of the Spaniards came the crop of wheat, grown as a winter crop that is extensively cultivated

in this area today, including cultivation by the Johnson Ejido.

With the California Gold Rush of 1849, river crossings were established and protected by the establishment of

military posts. Steamboats delivered supplies to Fort Yuma and also provided transportation to other ports along the

River. The trees cut to fuel the steamboats were to have long lasting effects on the landscape of the river. Hillsides

and riparian areas were deforested for fuelwood and burros were introduced to haul the cuttings out. Feral burros

have survived in various watersheds where they have greatly impacted existing vegetation.

After the Mexican- American War, 1848, the American dream of manifest destiny played a significant role in

the development of the Delta Region. President Polk and James Gadsen bargained for access to the Gulf. During

the war, a representative of President Polk, Nicholas Trist, offered the Mexican government $30 million for New

Mexico, upper and lower California and rights of transit across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. This would of placed the

Delta totally within the United States , The Mexican government refused the peace initiative. In 1853, James Gadsen

went to Mexico City to negotiate a purchase that would correct an error in the Treaty of Guadeloupe Hidalgo, the

treaty that ended the Mexican-American War. This treaty did not include a gap in the West's mountain ranges that

would be suitable for a transcontinental railroad. He negotiated for this gap, as well as the southern American border

to include the Delta, providing a southern seaport and the entire length of the Colorado River. The Mexican govern-

ment rejected the inclusion of the Delta into the purchase but did agree to the transit rights. The Gadsen Purchase

was signed in 1853 in which the American government purchased 29,670 square miles of territory from the Mexican

government for $10 million.

With the arrival of the railroad in 1877, the use of steamboats faded and the southern portion of the Colorado

River served primarily as a crossing. (Tellman, 1997.) The arrival of the railroad was to have a profound impact on

the region—remote areas became accessible, opening up new markets with the emergence of small communities.

The exploitive period began in the late 1800's, when farmers were beginning to realize the agricultural possi-

bilities in the Colorado desert, west of Yuma. This area was once part of the Delta, which meant that all it needed was water to take advantage of the rich, sedi-

ment-laden land. A plan to irrigate this land was put into action. The Alamo, a dry wash was indicative of how the Colorado once circumvented existing sand

dunes, to flow downhill into an abandoned portion of its delta, the Salton Sea. The idea was to use the Alamo Wash to carry water to this area. A major obstacle

was that the Alamo was in Mexico, owned by the rancher, Guillermo Andrade. In 1900, a group of American investors, California Development Company, formed a

Mexican subsidiary and bought the rights to the wash. In order to attract farmers to this area, the term "Colorado Desert" was unappealing, so the name "Imperial

Valley" was used for advertising purposes. "By 1904, 10,000 settlers had moved onto 100,000 acres irrigated by 400 miles of canals branching from the Alamo

Wash". (Weisman).
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The Alamo Wash flowed through more than 50 miles of Mexico and by contract, Mexico was entitled to half of the water. The Valle de Mexicali was created,
using the waters from the Alamo Wash to become a very productive farming region. .

The channel built between the Alamo Wash and the Colorado River, dug by the California Development Company, was creating unforeseen problems - it
was silting up and flooding in years of high precipitation. In the winter of 1904 - 1905, high levels of precipitation fell in the Colorado River watershed causing
extensive flooding both in the Valle de Mexicali and the Imperial Valley. Flooding was so extensive that the entire Colorado River was flowing through the Alamo
Wash, now named the New River. For two years, attempts to close off the channel were defeated. Finally, due to railroad tracks being threatened by the rising
inland sea, the Southern Pacific Railroad built a spur across the border to the intake and dammed the River's flow by dumping large boulders. On February 10,

1907, the Colorado River turned back to the Gulf.

American residents in the Imperial Valley, upset over the flood damage of the past two years and bodies
floating into America due to Mexico's Revolution, petitioned the government to build a canal that would run entirely
within the United States. The idea for the All-American Canal was combined with a plan to dam the Colorado River
at Boulder Canyon, Nevada.

The talk of the construction of Hoover Dam and the All-American Canal started disputes between the Upper
Colorado Basin states (CO, NM,UT, & WY) and the Lower Colorado Basin States (AZ, NV, &CA). The Upper Basin
states were fearful that, with the construction of dams, the Lower Basin states would be able to monopolize the
water. In 1922, President Hoover arranged for the Colorado Compact, which portioned out the Colorado River
water to the 7 states involved, and included a "vague reference stating that Mexico would receive the surplus"
(Weisman). In the mid- 1940's, negotiations with Mexico concerning water allocations began in earnest. The
Treaty of 1944 allocated: 1,500,000 acre-feet of Colorado River water to Mexico; included rights to build hydroelec-
tric dams; determined the schedules and locations of water deliveries and created the International Boundary and
Water Commission (IBWC), an international commission to carry out the provisions of the Treaty and to mitigate
any issues that might arise.

By 1922, plans for the Boulder Dam and the All-American Canal were being implemented. The U.S. Recla-
mation Service, later to become know as the Bureau of Reclamation, began its period of dam building and water
diversions. With the construction of the All-American Canal, the Imperial Valley was again very productive. The
Imperial Irrigation District (IID) currently takes 2,500,000 acre-feet of water from the Colorado each year and pro-
duces a great majority of the country's winter vegetables on one million acres. Problems caused by poor drainage
and salinity are currently being minimized by using the Salton Sea as a collector for agriculture run-off. (Tellman,
1997).



Six more damns were built in the 1920's by the U.S. Reclamation Service, making possible irrigation along the river and on distant lands. In 1935, the

Hoover dam was constructed which was the greatest dam yet to be built, creating Lake Mead. In 1968, Glen Canyon Dam was constructed, flooding Glen Canyon

and creating Lake Powell that can contain almost as much water as Lake Mead.

"But here amoung the hillsb are and red,
a violent precipice, a dizzy white curve falls

hundreds of feet through rock to the deep canyon bed;
A beauty sheer and clean and without error

It stands with the created sapphire lake behind it,
It stands, a work of man as noble as the hills,

and it is faith as well as water it spills.

Not built on terror like the empty pyramid,
Not built to conquer but to illuminate a world;

It is the human answer to a human need,
Power is absolute control, freed as a gift,

A pure creative act, God when the world was born!
It proves that we have all built for life and built for love

And when we are all dead, this dam will stand and
give."

Mary Sarton on Hoover Dam (Tellman, 1997)
Hoover Dam in 1936

In 1960 the Treaty of 1944 and the IBWC was put to the test. Farmers in Valle de Mexicali were noticing a white residue on the soil of their fields. The white

residue was salt. American farmers in the Wellton-Mohawk district were dumping subsurface irrigation waters into the Gila River to reduce their soil salinity prob-

lem. (See below for more information.) The waters of the Gila flow into the Colorado, which, subsequently were used on Mexican farmers' fields. The Treaty of '44
had delineated the quantity of water reaching Mexico, but had not addressed the issue of the quality of water. The IBWC wrote an annex to the Treaty of '44,

Minute 242, which stated that the quality of water flowing into Mexico would be the same as the water flowing into the Imperial Valley via the All-American Canal.

Currently, municipal diversions and agricultural projects use more then 18,000,000 acre-feet /year. (Tellman, 1997.) This is greater then the mean average

flow of water at Lee's Ferry, a site located on the Colorado River just south of the Utah border and south of Glen Canyon Dam.

In 1922, Aldo Leopold described the Colorado River Delta as "a place of green lagoons, lovely groves and awesome jungles where the jaguar still prowls."

Leopold, 1949.) By the 1970's, the negative impact of the dams were being felt. Concern was raised over the build up of sediment behind the dams and the Colo-

rado Delta had essentially dried up.
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Flow of Colorado River Below All Major Dams and Diversions 1905-1992

30,000

Wellton-Mohawk Irrigation District
Starting in the mid 1800's, farming was viable in the lower Gila River, near Wellton, AZ, due to the plentiful and good quality water supplied by the Gila

River. As the upper Gila River became more settled, upstream diversions reduced the quantity of water reaching the lower Gila. In 1915, the Bureau of Recla-
mation started drilling irrigation wells for the farmers and by 1916, 109 wells were drilled. This operation of wells and canals became known as the Gila Project and
the area became known as the Wellton-Mohawk Irrigation District. (WRRC, 1997)

By 1931, 11,000 acres of land was being irrigated by groundwater. This pumping caused the water table to drop, resulting in many wells drying up. In 1947,
the Gila Project, via acts of Congress, included plans to transport water into the area from the Colorado River via canals. Completed in 1957, the Wellton-Mohawk
Irrigation District now had the capacity to irrigate 75,000 acres of land.

An unforeseen problem arose due to the geology of the area. Subsurface land shifts caused an upwelling of subsurface water high in salinity due to years
of salt accumulation. Thousands of acres of crops died when the highly saline water reached the root zones. The solution implemented by the Bureau of Recla-
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mation was to pump the salty water to the Colorado River, via a "Bypass Drain, which in turn increased the salinity
of the Colorado River water to such a degree that the crops of Mexican farmers were damaged.

In response to Mexican farmers' outcry, the Wellton-Mohawk Irrigation District area was reduced by 10,000
acres, to 65,000 acres. In 1973, the International Boundary and Water Commission (IBWC) was instrumental in
negotiating a compromise between the United States and Mexico that allowed the Bypass Drain to be extended into
Mexico. This extension became known as the Wellton-Mohawk Main Outlet Drain Extension (MODE.) and con-
struction was completed in 1977. This concrete-lined canal carries 130,156 acre-feet/ years of brackish water
(-3,200 PPM TDS) and deposits into the northern area of the Cienega de Santa Clara.

Chanalization of the Colorado River at the USA/Mexico border
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Cienega de Santa Clara

The Cienega de Santa Clara is located in the northeast portion of the
lower delta region of the Colorado River, approximately 25 miles south of
San Luis, Sonora, Mexico. Historically, this area was an extensive wetland area
due to the fluvial patterns of the Colorado River flowing into a depressed area
formed by a branch of the San Andreas Fault (Glenn et al., 1996). In 1937, G. Sykes
documented this region as being lushly vegetated with willows and cottonwoods and
covered hundreds of thousands of hectares. With the construction of the Hoover Dam
in 1933, and increased irrigated farming, the quantity of water from the Colorado River
reaching the Gulf of California has greatly diminished. By 1973 - 1974, the wetland area referred
to by Sykes only covered 200 hectares (Glenn et al., 1996).

Currently, the Cienega de Santa Clara is the largest remnant of the once extensive Colo-
rado Delta wetlands. (Zengel & Glenn, 1996). This little known wetland covers an area of ap-
proximately 20,000 hectares of water surface, with 4,500 hectares of this total area being thickly
vegetated.

Cienega de Santa Clara

The Cienega de Santa Clara is fed by two sources of water. The Riito Drain from Mexico and the discharge waters of the Wellton-Mohawk Main Outlet Drain
Extension (MODE.) (Glenn et al, 1992). This drain extension, constructed in 1977, was built to transport water pumped from the aquifer under Wellton-Mohawk
Irrigation District in southwestern Arizona and is the primary source of water to the Cienega. The concrete-lined canal carries 1.3 x 10(8) m(3) / year (-130,000 acre-
feet) of brackish water (approximately 3,200 PPM TDS) and disposes of it in the area of what has now become known as the Cienega de Santa Clara (Glenn et al.,
1992). The pumping of the Wellton -Mohawk Irrigation district began in 1977 and was considered temporary until the construction of the Yuma Desalting Plant. Due
to flood damage in 1993, water flow into the Cienega from the Wellton-Mohawk MODE. was temporarily stopped for eight months. At this time the vegetated area
was reduced to only 1,100 hectares, but returned to its former area of 4,500 hectares within five months (Glenn, 1996). It is interesting to note, that the water supply to
the Cienega was also severely disrupted following the construction of Hoover (Boulder) Dam in 1933. (Sykes, 1937). The Cienega, as we know it today did not "re-
form" until after MODE. waters were deposited into the northeastern arm of the Cienega. (Zengel, 1994).

The Yuma Desalting Plant is now operating at one-third capacity and if the plant becomes fully operational, the volume of water currently flowing into the
Cienega will be reduced by 64% and the TDS will increase up to 7000 -8000 PPM (Glenn, 1992). Currently, no decision has been made regarding the operation of the
Yuma Desalting Plant, but if it does become fully operational "this wetland will largely disappear" (Glenn, 1996).



In June, 1993, the Cienega de Santa Clara was delineated as part of the core zone of the
Reserva de la Biosfera Alto Golfo de California y Delta Del Rio Colorado. The management
program for the Reserva de la Biosfera Alto Golfo de California y Delta del Rio Colorado identi-
fied 37 natural units within the Biosphere Reserve (Turk, 1994). Each of these units were placed
within one of three management zones. The first management zone - "Zona Nucleo" - restricts
human activities and focuses attention to the prevention of environmental deterioration. (Turk,
1994). The second management zone - "Zona de Protection with Active Use" allows the use of
low impact technologies to "exploit natural resources of regional economic importance" (Turk,
1994). The third management zone - "Use with Control" allows "sustainable development of the
natural resources" to occur (Turk, 1994). With the designation of the Cienega de Santa Clara as
part of the core zone of the Biosphere Reserve, commercial fishing is prohibited but fishing for
personal consumption is allowed. Research and environmental education activities are also
allowed.

As documented by the Bureau of Reclamation
(Anonymous, 1975), the Cienega can be divided into
two separate areas due to the salinity and the corre-
sponding vegetative patterns. The southern two-
thirds of the Cienega, 12,000- 16,000 hectares, does
not have any vascular plants, existing plant forms are

red algae (Glenn et al., 1992). The reason for this is thought to be a salinity gradient that exists due to evaporation, restrict-
ing the growth of emergent aquatic plants. The southern shores are lined with salt deposits, indicating that the Cienega is
a "large evaporation basin". (Glenn, 1992).

A 1993 survey conducted by the Arizona Fish and Game (Ingraldi, 1993), divided the Cienega into the following four
sections: the discharge area of the MODE., the cattail marsh, the strip and the open Cienega. This division was for the
purpose of bird surveys, but is also useful for categorization of vegetation types and fish habitats. (See appendix for spe-
cies listings.)

The discharge area of the Wel !ton-Mohawk MODE. is marked by a delta formed by siltation causing restricted water
flow. The restricted water has "flowed back along the sides of the canal" (Glenn et al, 1992) and has created an area which
provides habitat for numerous halophytic species (Glenn et al, 1992).



Large areas of open water surface
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The area referred to as the cattail marsh is the northern third of the Cienega, 4000 - 6000
hectare and is comprised of narrow water channels created by dense cattail growths opening

into large areas of open water surface. José Campoy, (Biosphere Reserve Manager and Biolo-

gist), on June 16, 1997 stated that the cattails of this area may be slightly more salt tolerant
then most Typha domingensis due to the historical mixing of salt water flowing up the inlet of the

Santa Clara Slough and mixing with the Riito Drain waters. This may have created an environ-
ment in which the cattails specific to this area have adapted mechanisms that enable them to
tolerate higher levels of salinity.

The strip is an area ranging in width from 0 to 50 meters and is located between the cattail marsh and the salt flats.

The open Cienega is primarily salt flats and open water and is influenced by the tides of the Gulf of California. Accessibil-
ity to this area is difficult, and therefore information regarding the open Cienega is very limited (Ingraldi, 1993).

In conclusion, the Cienega provides habitat for populations of the endangered Desert Pupfish (Cyprinodon macular/us)
and is possibly the sole habitat for the endangered Yuma Clapper Rail (Ra//us longirostris yumanensis), as well as providing

habitat for numerous other species of fish, birds and plants. With the designation of the Cienega as part of the Core Zone for
the Reserva de la Biosfera Alto Golfo de California y Delta del Rio Colorado, the Cienega is currently providing opportunities for

the scientific study of a unique wetland as well as providing a means of improving local economies through nature tourism activi-

ties. As previously stated, if the Yuma Desalting Plant becomes fully operational, habitat for numerous flora and fauna including
two listed endangered species would be jeopardized; local economies would be negatively impacted as well as a functional and
healthy wetlands ecosystem could possibly be destroyed.



  

El Golfo de Santa Clara

El Golfo de Santa Clara is a small fishing village located on the west coast of Sonora, Mexico, just
south of the Colorado River delta. It is also situated on the southern boundary line of the core zone
of the Reserve de la Biosfera Alto Golfo de California y Delta del Rio Colorado. With only one road
accessing this town, from the north, El Golfo has maintained a lifestyle largely determined by living in
a ecosystem where the "desert meets the sea". Interviews with the locals in Spring of 1994, the local
people were satisfied with their lifestyle and did not want it changed.

The population in 1994 was 1617, and is now (1997)estimated to be 2000, with an anticipated
growth of 5722 by the year 2010. The area of the town is approximately 100 hectares, a density of 20
inhabitants / hectare. The town is based on the sole economy of fishing.

The town has very little infrastructure: dirt roads, two hotels, a police station, a Federal marine post,
churches, two grocery stores and several churches and no central sewage system Septic tanks are
used primarily, but there are indications that raw sewage flows directly into the Gulf of California.

Shrimp boat outside of El Golfo (Photo by Jose Campoy) 

The urban plantings are quite diverse and fairly healthy, indicating a perched water
table. (Warren Jones, Site Visit, 1994). Ground water is used for showers, toilets, etc., but
the locals purchase bottled water for drinking purposes.

The Gulf of California offers diverse marine life associated with the town as well as
beautiful, pristine beaches to the south. The Grand Desierrto and the Pinacate Biosphere
Reserve are located to the southeast.

A Sustainable Tourism Seminar class, lead by Dr. Frederickson, visited El Golfo de
Santa Clara in the Spring of 1994. Speaking with the locals, the class of 8 -10 students
determined that the local people wanted to maintain a peaceful, quiet atmosphere. They
were interested in encouraging tourism within El Golfo but did not want it at the expense of
their lifestyle. And if tourism were to come in, they would want a preference given to local
employment. They also stated that they would prefer clustered development with open
spaces in-between rather then a more traditional 'row' development. Overall, they stated
that they would like to improve the quality of jobs, and wages; improve the schools and
expand them to include secondary schools; and to establish a land use plan for El Golfo and
the surrounding area. Fish Taco Stand, El Golfo









CHAPTER 3 LITERATURE REVIEW

The sources of information discussed in this chapter will be separated into the following: the Colorado River Delta, the Cienega de Santa Clara and eco-tourism
related references.

Colorado River Delta

The following sources: Sykes, G., "The Colorado Delta", 1937; Leopold, A., "Sand County Almanac", 1944; Tel!man, B., et al. "Arizona's Changing
Rivers: How People Have Affected The Rivers, 1997; and Arizona Highways, Life on the American Nile, October, 1980; Landry, L., Issue Paper on Environmental
Restoration Along the Colorado River, 1993; Weisman, A., Delta of the Colorado River— Past and Present circa 1986; Reisner, M., "Cadillac Desert", 1986;
Morrison, J. "The Sustainable Use of water in the Lower Colorado Rover Basin", 1996; Williams, A., Environment and Edible Flora of the Cocopa, 1987; Ezcurra, E.,
Freshwater Islands in a Desert Sand Sea: the Hyrology, Flora and Phyogoegraphy of the Gran Desierto Oases of Northwestern Mexico; provided geophysical, cultural,
historical and biological information. These sources discussed the significance of the Colorado River waters flowing through the Delta Region (or not flowing
through), with regards to not only the biological communities but also the affect that man has had on the landscape. Starting with the primitive cultures inhabiting this
region, the landscape has been altered by the presence of humans, Throughout time, the degree of impact to the natural environment has steadily increased, reflect-
ing the technological abilities of each era. Historically these changes were meant to improve lifestyles and initially did, as reflected in Mary Sarton's poem, On Hoover
Dam. It is only within the past 30 - 40 years that the American culture has examined these technological advances in terms of "...at what expense to the environment?"
It seems very difficult to separate environmental issues from socio-culture and economic influences. They are interrelated by a cause and affect relationship.

Sykes, G., "The Colorado Delta", 1937, is categorized into the 3 sections. The first being, History of Exploration and Navigation, begins with the arrival of Span-
iards in 1539 and concludes with the Delta no longer being navigable due to the construction of Hoover Dam, 1935. The second section, Physiographic History,
discusses the changes in the flow patterns as well as quantities of water flowing into the Delta. The third section, Stream Dynamics, deposition of detrital material is
discussed with numerous references made to the deposition of the detritus determining the subsequent growth of vegetation which in turn greatly influenced the forma-
tion of the Colorado Delta. In conclusion, Sykes states;

"Curtailment of the surface water supply and its restriction to the cultivated areas and a narrow channel zone will eventually result in the
reversion to the condition of the surrounding deserts of much of the region which is at present occupied by luxuriant vegetation."

"The Colorado Delta" has provided invaluable regional information that will be used as part of the educational information decimated during Spatial
Journeys presentations. "The Colorado Delta", written 60 years ago, and visiting the area which illustrates Sykes prophecy, has impacted this thesis not
in a theoretical manner, but in more of a philosophical manner. I need to be very careful what recommendations / suggested changes are made. The
long term consequences can devastating, even if made with the best of intentions.
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Morrison, Jason I., Postel, Sandra L., Gleick, Peter H. "The Sustainable Use of Water in the Lower Colorado River Basin". 1996. This
publiction discusses regional scale recommendations focusing on the use of the Colorado River water based on the research conducted by the Pacific
Institute. This researcher feels that it is important to become somewhat versed in regional recommendations because the area of study is not in isola-
tion. It has been, and continues to be greatly impacted by activities occurring thousands of miles away. This study would not be complete with out an
understanding of recommendations at a regional level for improvement of the sustainability of the Colorado River Delta. What can be done at a regional
scale to improve the Delta situation? Proposed by the Pacific Institute in the publication "The Sustainable Use of Water in the lower Colorado River
Basin" are the following recommendations:
1. ALLOCATE WATER TO MEET BASIC ENVIRONMENTAL NEEDS IN THE BASIN
Negotiate an Environmental Component to the 1944 Colorado River Treaty.
In 1944, US and Mexico signed a treaty saying that the US would give 1.5 maf of river water to Mexico per year. Nothing was said about the quality of
water received. In 1973 Minute 242 was added to the treaty of 1944 which basically stated that the salt content of the river water entering Mexico should
not exceed salinity levels greater then 115ppm then the salinity levels of the water at the Imperial Dam. The same type of agreement needs to be made
to meet the environmental water needs on both sides of the border.
Maintain Minimum Flows to the Cienega de Santa Clara
Restore minimum flows to the Colorado River Delta
Historically the Delta Region was 3000 sq. miles. Now when referring to the modern Delta it is referring to an area of 1000 sq. miles. Current advocates
of the Delta restoration call for an area 25% of the 1000 sq. miles. Restoration ideas include a series of earthen dams pushing flows over the banks and
onto the flood plains. Another, is using filtered waste water from a planned treatment plant in Mexicali and discharging this water into the Rio Hardy.

2. END NON-RENEWABLE GROUNDWATER USE IN THE BASIN
Eliminate over-draft of ground water by:
Ground water depletion taxes
Efficient irrigation practices
Urban water conservation efforts; more xeriscaping, water harvesting techniques both on new construction and as retrofits
Water saving technologies i.e. Low volume toilets
Economic incentives to encourage conservation, recycling and water use efficiency
Regional planning — setting urban growth boundaries, removal of subsidies for urban sprawl, etc.

Cienega de Santa Clara

The following sources: Zengel, S., Glenn, E., Presence of the Endangered Desert Pup fish (Cyprinodon macularius, Cyprinidontidae) in the Cienega de
Santa Clara, Mexico, following an Extensive Marsh Dry-Down, 1996; Glenn, E., Felger, R., Burquez, A., Turner, D., Cienega de Santa Clara: Endangered Wetland in



the Colorado River Delta, Sonora, Mexico, 1992; Glenn, E., Lee, C., Felger, R., Zengel, S., Effects of Water Management on the Wetlands of the Colorado

River Delta, Mexico, 1996 ; Turk, P., Commitment in the Upper Gulf, 1994; Bureau of Reclamation (Anonymous, 1975), Campoy, J., personal discussions, 1997;
Ingraldi, M., Cienega de Santa Clara Survey Report, 1993; provided information of the past and present environmental status of the Cienega de Santa Clara.

The summary of the above listed information sources provided the following conclusion; the Cienega provides habitat for populations of the endangered Desert
Pupfish (Cyprinodon macularius) and is possibly the sole habitat for the endangered Yuma Clapper Rail (Rallus longirostris yumanensis), as well as providing habitat
for numerous other species of fish, birds and plants. With the designation of the Cienega as part of the Core Zone for the Reserva de la Biosfera Alto Golfo de Califor-
nia y Delta del Rio Colorado, the Cienega is currently providing opportunities for the scientific study of a unique wetland as well as providing a means of improving
local economies through nature tourism activities. If the Yuma Desalting Plant becomes fully operational, habitat for numerous flora and fauna including two listed
endangered species would be jeopardized; local economies would be negatively impacted as well as a functional and healthy wetlands ecosystem could possibly be
destroyed. Needless to say, this researcher's conclusion of the Cienega de Santa Clara's environmental status justified the need to establish a eco-tourism program as
a possible means to help save this remnant wetland of the Colorado River Delta

Eco-tourism

The following sources: Whelan, T., "Nature Tourism", 1991; Innskeep, E., "Sustainable Tourism", 1991; Sonoran Institute, La Ruta de Sonora -
Ecotourism Marketing Plan, 1997; Bravo, L, Espinosa, F., Heckel, G., Montoya, M., Sanchez, S., Plan de Manejo Para Ejido Luis Encinas Johnson - San Luis Rio
Colorado, Sonora, 1997; Taylor, M., The Age of Eco-Tourism/Go, But Go Softly, Wildlife Conservation, March/April 1994; provided this researcher information re-
garding what eco-tourism should and should NOT be. The listed literature sources provided definitions of eco-tourism and case studies. Following is a discussion of
this researcher's findings.

ECO-TOURISM
Ecotourism, as defined by the travel industry, "is the purposeful travel that creates an understanding of cultural and natural history, while safeguarding the

integrity of the ecosystems and producing economic benefits that encourage conservation." (Whelan, 1991). Ecotourism is also defined as small-scale, non-conven-
tional, non-mass form of tourism that is socially and environmentally sensitive and respectful while allowing tourists to directly experience the host culture and/or envi-
ronment in non-exploitive ways. (Innskeep, 1991). As defined by the Eco-tourism Society, an international organization based out of Alexandria, VA: "Eco-tourism is
responsible travel that conserves natural environs and sustains the well-being of local people." If done correctly, eco-tourism is sustainable, provides income and
employment to the local cultures, empowers these local communities by increasing their sense of pride and protection of their natural resource. Eco-tourism also
increases peoples' awareness (both the local population and the visitors) of the significance of biodiversity and the affiliated ecosystems. Eco-tourism "has the poten-
tial to maximize economic benefits and minimize environmental costs". (Whelan, 1991). Unfortunately, eco-tourism historically is often "any hell-bent sortie to the
outback that puts wild animals in the cross hairs of a Minolta." (David Quammen, 1992, quoted in Taylor, M., article; The Age of Eco-tourism). The following issues
should be considered when developing an eco-tourism program: designation of the preserve areas, appropriate activities, carrying capacities, long term management
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strategies, funding sources and local involvement.

Briefly, eco-tourists are primarily people from Europe, North America, and Japan — people with greater disposable incomes and more leisure time. The
average age of an eco-tourist is between 30 and 50 years old, is a professional or retired, enjoys outdoor activities and has had previous experience traveling
abroad. Eco-tourists tend to be relatively wealthy with incomes ranging from $30,000 to $90,000 annually. Eco-tourists enjoy activities such as hiking / trekking,
bird watching, nature photography, whale watching, fishing, mountain climbing, wildlife safaris, river rafting, botanical study, camping and research trips. The most
popular areas for eco-tourism activities are Nepal, Kenya, Tanzania, China, Mexico, Costa Rica, Puerto Rico and the United States. (Whelan, 1991).

Integral to a successful eco-tourism program is conservation, enhancement and sustainability of the resources that are attracting the tourist in combina-
tion with local support and involvement. The National Audubon Society has established a set of 'Eco-tour Guidelines'. They are as follows:

Wildlife and their habitats must not be disturbed.
Tourism to natural areas will be sustainable.
Waste disposal must have neither environmental not esthetic impacts.
The experience a tourist gains must enrich his or her appreciation of nature, conservation, and the environment.
Tours must strengthen the conservation effort and enhance the natural integrity of places visited.

• Traffic in products that threaten wildlife and plant populations must not occur.
• The sensibilities of other cultures must be respected.

Another set of guidelines proposed by Whelan are similar but seem to place greater emphasis on the importance of local involvement and local economic gain. They
are as follows:
Increase the awareness, understanding and appreciation of nature not only for the tourist but for the local people as well.
Maximize economic benefits for both the local people and the 'provider of the attraction.
Negate the negative impacts on the environment.
Remain sensitive to the impact on the environment and establish carrying capacities so that the attraction is not overused.
Direct revenues generated from the programs to both local and regional ecomonies.

An example of a successful eco-tourist program is the project Rara Avis in Costa Rica. Located in the mountains bordering the national park, Braulio Carrillo,
Rara Avis is a tropical rainforest reserve. Horquetas is the closest village to the reserve, where most of the supplies for the Reserve are bought. Once in the Reserve,
locals care for the visitors' accommodations as well as do the cooking. The Reserve's program manager is a former Costa Rican forest service employee who is con-
cerned about the future of the rainforests. The success of Rara Avis can largely be attributed to the involvement of the locals. It has become an important source of
income to the locals, therefore they have a vested interest in maintaining the area as a rainforest rather then converting it over to logging and / or agriculture purposes.

"Project Tiger' in India is as example of an eco-tourism program in which the involvement of the locals was not planned for. "Project Tiger" is a plan to protect the
tigers by preserving their habitat as national parks. Cattle are allowed to graze in the buffer zone of Ranthambhor National Park and often stray into the core area, eat
the existing fodder thus competing with the tiger's natural prey. Also the locals continue to harvest wood from the core areas a source of fuelwood. Recently, a group
called the Antaeus Group has become involved with the "Project Tiger'. They have proposed a plan to bring tourist into the buffer area, Ranthambhor National Park,
involve them in conservation activities, as well as providing the tourists with accommodations and food.



The issue of local participation seems crucial to the success of any eco-tourism program. If not given an opportunity to be involved, locals become resentful of
the tourists and the traditional means of livelihood often cause damage to the very resource which is attracting the tourist. The use of locals as tour operators and tour
guides seems to be one solution for the involvement of locals. The establishment of local overnight accommodations along with locally run restaurants / cafes also
provide income to the locals.

The funding for the protection and maintenance of a protected area is also crucial to the sustained success of a reserve. Too often, the focus is on purchasing the
land with little regard to a long term phasing program including future funding and management programs. Chuck Car, co-director of the Wildlife Conservation
Society's Paseo Pantera, (a conservation program connecting core areas located in Guatemala and Belize to Costa Rica and Panama by means of corridors) feels
that eco-tourism should directly support reserves and national parks by a flat arrival fee deducted from all incoming airfares.

Another issue of concern to eco-tourism is overuse. Carrying capacities need to be established for nature areas which attract large numbers of tourists. Devel-
oped from animal ecology, carrying capacity concepts were initially applied to rangeland management in order to assess the number of livestock that could be put out
to graze. Human carrying capacity concepts have developed based on the similar premise of a sustainable ecological base. Kessler, 1994, defines human carrying
capacities as 'the maximum level of exploitation of a renewable resource, imposing limits on a specific type of land-use, that can be sustained without causing irrevers-
ible land degradation within a given area'. This definition is primarily directed at maintaining the resilience and productivity of the ecosystem. Whelan, 1991, ex-
presses human carrying capacities in both ecological and aesthetic terms. "All protected areas have limited ecological and aesthetic carrying capacities." (Whelan,
1991.). Ecological carrying capacities are reached when the number of visitors start to impact the natural behavior of the wildlife and degrade the ecosystem. The
aesthetic carrying capacity is reached when the visual aspects are compromised (i.e. litter, erosion, clear cutting) and when tourists encounter too many other people.
(Whelan, 1991.). The results of exceeding human carrying capacities is very evident with the trekking tourism in Nepal. The numbers of trekkers in Nepal has in-
creased from 45,000 in 1970 to 223,00 in 1986. (Whelan, 1991). Accommodations for these trekkers has caused the clearing of forest for showers and cooking pur-
poses, which in turn has contributed to the environmental problems (i.e. erosion, pollution of waterways) thus destroying the very thing that is contributing to the influx
of money. Some reserves have indeed identified and established human carrying capacities but have not determined how to prevent exceeding those numbers. In
some instances the quantity of visitors is controlled by expensive entry fees. For example, visitors pay $170 a day to visit Dian Fossey's gorilla mountain reserve.
Although this may solve the problem of over use, it creates the potential situation of eco-tourism becoming an activity only for the wealthy. A possible solution to this is
to charge the wealthier foreign visitors higher fees to enter the park but allow the locals to enter at a reduced fare.

In Michael Taylor's article The Age of Eco-Tourism, he states that;
"There are two ways to approach eco-tourism. You can look at a specific destination and the details of how to plan lodging, waste treatment,
impact on native plants and animals, transportation, power and so on for that one area. Or you can approach environmental travel from the
point of view of the tour operator who markets trips to a wide variety of destinations and has to work from more general guidelines."

This researcher's approach was the former and has provided opportunities/ insights that possibly would have been overlooked if a hands-on approach was not
taken. The "hands on" approach provided the personal experience of my ideas/concepts being transformed by the environment rather trying to transfer the environ-
ment from a remote perspective.
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Eco-tourism is not going to solve the environmental problems of the world. Unfortunately poorly managed eco-tourism programs contribute to rather then help
solve environmental problems. But there are many examples of well planned and managed eco-tourism programs where the area is preserved and sustained both
ecologically and economically for future generations (including animals and plants as well as people!). Biologists, conservationists, land-use planners ,designers,
and tour operators need to work together to locate the most appropriate areas and activities for eco-tourism, establish operating and management strategies and look
for creative funding strategies. Most importantly, is the involvement of locals in all aspects of the process of establishing a eco-tourism program. Their involvement
creates a situation where the locals are protective of the attraction and the problem of conflict of interests between locals and tourist does not arise. Also the involve-
ment of locals provides the opportunity for the exchange of knowledge and ideas between cultures. So often, the lack of information, ignorance with regards to envi-
ronmental issues contributes to apathy but once issues are understood, change more readily occurs.











CHAPTER 4: RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES

Ethnographic research is research that studies cultures/groups of people that are undergoing some kind of change, either internally or from outside influ-
ences. (Goetz & LeCompte, 1984). Below is a discussion of ethnographic research and a description of the ethnographic research methods implemented in this
study. Ethnography was the primary method of research conducted in this study. This method was very appropriate given the primary objective of "making it
happen" specifically for the people of the area.

ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH
The credibility of ethnographic research is based upon reliability and validity.

RELIABILITY
"Reliability refers to the extent to which studies can be replicated." (Goetz & LeCompte 1984). Different researchers using the same methods can obtain

the same results. This is problematic when conducting ethnographic research due to "naturalistic behavior or unique phenomena". (Goetz & LeCompte 1984).
Standardized controls are difficult to establish and change due to time and interaction of people is inevitable, therefore replication of field research is nearly impos-
sible.

Ethnographic research is also "personalistic". (Goetz & LeCompte 1984). Each researcher has his/her own style of conducting research; addressing differ-
ent issues and using different methods.

EXTERNAL RELIABILITY
The reliability (or replicability) of a study is based on the "resolution of both external and internal design problems". (Goetz & LeCompte, 1984). External

reliability is defined as the occurrence of other researchers concluding the same results in similar settings. External reliability is determined by the following five
categories: researcher status position, informant choices, social situations, analytic constructs and premises, and methods of data collection and analysis.

Researcher Status Position
Researcher status position refers to what position the researcher holds within the group being studied. The researcher for this study held a position of being

able to help the study groups obtain their desire to create an Eco-tourism program through the assessment of environmental, cultural and Eco-tourism issues.

Informant Selection
Researchers should carefully consider the type of people selected as informants and the decision process of why they were chosen. The researcher for this

study worked very closely with the groups/ individuals interested in establishing an Eco-tourism program as well as selecting scientists who were conducting re-
search in the area of study.
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Social Situations and Conditions
A third category, which influences external reliability, is the social context and conditions under which the data is gathered. Given the goal of this study -

"making it happen"- data was gathered on site, directly following specified activities. Questionnaires were distributed following brief presentations and/or discus-
sions of pertinent issues and then the respondents were given ample time to complete the questionnaires. Questionnaires for the Eco-tourism Committee of the
Johnson Ejido were left with the group for a period of 2 weeks. Rather then having the group complete the forms in the presence of the researcher, it was deter-
mined by the researcher that the respondents might feel more comfortable on their own due to the various levels of reading and writing skills.

Methods of Data Collection and Analysis
Methods of data collection should be clearly defined, to such an extent that other researchers can use the original report as "an operating manual by which

to replicate the study" (Goetz & LeCompte, 1984). Replication would be impossible without detailed accounts of strategies used to collect the data. Methods of
data collection, for this study will be discussed subsequently.

INTERNAL RELIABILITY
Internal reliability, is defined as "the degree to which other researchers, given a set of previously generated constructs, would match them with data in the

same way as did the original researcher". (Goetz & LeCompte, 1984). Internal reliability measures the extent to which the findings are true to a given reality.
There are five strategies used to reduce threats to internal reliability: low-inference descriptors, multiple researchers, participant researchers, peer examination
and mechanically recorded data. This researcher addressed the following two strategies associated with internal reliability to this study; peer examination and
participant research assistants.

Peer Examination
This refers to the confirmation of one's findings through other findings of similar research projects. This can be achieved by the inclusion of other re-

searchers findings who are working in similar fields; and the integration of information from research that is being conducted concurrently to one's own. Periodic
reviews of research regarding this project were conducted periodically .

Participant Research Assistants
This refers to the interaction with local researchers/informants to ratify the researchers own observations and recordings. This researcher conferred exten-

sively with scientist, fisherman and other people from the region of study. Adhering to guidelines set by Innkskeep in "Sustainable Tourism", for a successful Eco-
tourism program, the involvement of the local people within the design phase was accomplished by these informal conversations.



VALIDITY
Validity refers to the accuracy of the findings and requires: (1 )"determining the extent to which conclusions effectively represent empirical reality and (2)

assessing whether constructs devised by researchers represent the categories of human experience that occur." (Goetz & LeCompte, 1984). Two types of validity
will be discussed; internal and external.

INTERNAL VALIDITY
Internal validity refers to the issue of researchers measuring or observing what they think they are observing or measuring. Internal validity is considered very good
in ethnographic studies due to the common practice of spending considerable time in the field, informant interviews and participant observation. These methods of
data collection are usually conducted in natural settings, indigenous to the study area and therefore "reflect the reality of the life experiences of participants more
accurately than do more contrived or laboratory settings". (Goetz & LeCompte, 1984).

Common threats to internal validity relevant to this study are: history and maturation; observer effects; mortality; and spurious conclusions.

History and Maturation
"Changes that occur in the overall social scene are comparable to what experimenters designate as history; changes that involve progressive development in
individuals are considered to be maturation." (Goetz & LeCompte, 1984.) Situations rarely remain the same over time and it is the job of the person conducting
ethnographic studies to determine which occurrences are stable and which change. Replication and time-sampling approaches are used to determine which oc-
currences are stable and which are subject to change. In order to reduce the threat of maturation on a study, researchers will often limit the duration of the study.
The period of study was a 10-month study and there did not seem to be any significant changes in either the social situation or in individuals during the period of
this study. Of course, with the increase of tourism and other forms of development coming into the area, things will start to change rapidly.

Observer Effects
Information is valid even if it represents a single, particular view. (Goetz & LeCompte, 1984). Threats caused by the observer's bias can be reduced if the

researcher acquires the opinions of a broad based cross section of the culture. Another method that reduces the threat of observer bias is for the researcher to
spend enough time in the field so that he/she becomes less visible. This also provides the opportunity for information already gathered to be augmented, ques-
tioned and / or corroborated. This study obtained a cross section of opinions by the use of surveys (both questionnaires and Likert Scale quantitative Surveys) of
the locals, environmental scientists and pilot trip participants. Also ample time was spent in the field, to such a degree that everyone felt comfortable with discuss-
ing and at times, disagreeing with each other.

Mortality
Groups change over time due to additions and losses of members of the group. This is assumed to be a natural process. So the task for the researcher is to

identify their effects. (Goetz & LeCompte, 1984.) Concerning this study, this researcher feels fairly confident that Eco-tourism will still continue as a desired activ-
ity even if the current major "players" were removed due to the fact that the community as a whole perceives Eco-tourism as a positive activity.
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Spurious Conclusions
This threat to internal validity can be negated through the use of statistical conclusions. Accurate statistical conclusions should be based on a sampling

population of at least 100. The sample populations for this study were small due to logistical problems discussed below.

EXTERNAL VALIDITY
External validity refers to the extent by which one set of conclusions is applicable to other situations. Four factors pose threats to external validity and are:

selection effects; setting effects; history effects; and construct effects. Selection effects and setting effects were relevant to this study.

Selection Effects
Some situations cannot be compared to each other due to the site specificity and uniqueness of the required study. While the uniqueness of the environ-

mental setting of this study would not allow for comparison to other Eco-tourism programs, the desire and socio-cultural conditions of subsistence farmers and
fishermen of the region of study lends itself to comparison of other groups who desire the option of an alternative livelihood through Eco-tourism programs.

Setting Effects
"Constructs generated in one context may not be comparable to others because they are a function of context-under-investigation rather than of context

only." (Goetz & LeCompte, 1984.) Cross groups comparisons pose a threat to validity in this situation. Also, continual or intermittent investigation of the same
group can change the group. They will often develop a cynical and cautious attitude to the researcher. This researcher found this to be the case with this study.
This researcher was told at the onset of this study, "that the local people are tired of having Americans come down, do studies and then nothing happens". The
advantage that this researcher had was the association with Southwest Trekking that brought the element of "it really happening" to the study.

RESEARCH METHODS
Ethnography ( qualitative methods) was the primary method of research conducted in this study. The ethnographic research methodologies implemented

for this research included field study and observation, and the use of informant interviews/ questionnaires,
The use of quantitative methods was attempted for the purposes of determining the preferences of pilot trip participants. This was not successful due to

small sample sizes. Comments were requested in conjunction with the quantitative surveys that proved to be valuable for the design and development of this
study.

The remaining portion of this chapter is divided into the following two sections:
• The qualitative methods used for this study
• The quantitative research methods used and sources of invalidity.
Presented below are the methods by which this researcher studied the area. Chapter 5 - Analysis and Design Implications, will address the significance of

this research. Chapter 6 - Recommendations, will present solutions/ options of the significant issues for the integration into a coherent eco-tourism program.



QUALITATIVE RESEARCH METHODS
This section will discuss the two types of qualitative research conducted in this study: field study and observations, and informant interviews /observations.

FIELD STUDY AND OBSERVATIONS
A 9-month period of field research was conducted to:

identify points of interest;
establish linkages between the identified points;
identify the needs and desires of the local people

This 9-month period, a total of 450 hours, also served as an opportunity for this researcher to observe the people, their interactions with each other, the
environment and visitors.

The involvement of the locals throughout this entire process was paramount. This researcher was fortunate to locate Jose Campoy, biologist and manager
of the Biosphere Reserve Field Station. He proved to be an invaluable asset with regards to identification of points of interest within the area and the introduction
of this researcher to numerous local residents. Without his assistance, this project would have been much more difficult. Jose "opened the doors" to the local
residents, allowing this researcher to step in. This generous hospitality allowed for a wonderful rapport with the local people proving being invaluable in terms of
ethnographic research.

The field study was also conducted in conjunction with John Heiman, owner of a Tucson Based outfitter guide service, Southwest Trekking. With the sup-
port and assistance of Southwest Trekking a very pro-action approach was implemented. The involvement of the locals in all aspects was very important. John
provided this researcher insight into the importance of the total involvement of the locals. He also provided insight into the fact that revenues need to be gener-
ated not only for the local people but for the provider of the attraction as well. Eco-tourism guide services have to make money in order to stay in business. If they
go out of business, this in turn will negatively impact the locals by the loss of an income source.

With almost every field trip, a new area was explored, looking for both environmental interest as well as cultural interest. This proved to be very
beneficial in terms of offering a diverse and interesting eco-tour. At every turn, the question was asked, "How can we involve the locals?" Is this cool? What
cultural, historical , environmental significance does this have to the region? Can it be integrated? What do we think? What do the locals think?

The summation of the field notes can be found in the appendices.

INFORMANT INTERVIEWS / QUESTIONNAIRRES
Informant interviews/questionnaires used in this study were very applicable with regards to two of the three groups involved in this study;

The local people
Environmental scientists.

The use of this method allows for examination of key issues in a holistic and thorough manner. (Tincup, 1997). This method is particularly important given
the integral aspects of; environmental, cultural and tourism inherent in this study.
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Qualitative analysis was conducted in the form of structured interviews/ questionnaires targeting the above two groups. The socio-cultural structured inter-
views/questionnaires targeting the locals were further divided; one specifically formulated for the Johnson Ejido Eco-tourism Committee, and the other for the locals
living within the area of study involved in the development of an Eco-tourism program. The environmental questionnaire targeting environmental scientists was
given to both American and Mexican scientists conducting research within the area of study.

Socio-cultural Structured Interviews - Johnson Ejido Eco-tourism Committee
A questionnaire targeting specifically the Johnson Ejido Eco-Tourism Committee was translated into Spanish and given to the Eco-tourism Committee. Its purpose
was:
1). To determine the number of tours and during what months the residents envision tours occurring in the Cienega de Santa Clara in one months time.
2). To ascertain their thoughts regarding how the Eco-tourism program should be phased/monitored to ensure that over use does not occur.
3). To determine how many people they envision per tour.
4). To determine if they had any ideas as to how a tour guide from the Ejido might be taught English.
5). To determine if members of the Ejido would be interested in preparing meals for the tourists.
6). To determine what they would like to charge for; tours out in the Cienega; overnight camping at or on the Cienega; overnight accommodations in the desig-
nated Eco-tourism house; meals prepared by the residents; an English speaking tour guide.
7). To ascertain if they liked the idea of a overnight sleeping structure built out in the Cienega and if so with what materials do they envision it being built with.
8). To determine their preference of overnight accommodations: on the Cienega, at El Campo, in the Ejido.
9). To gain a better understanding of how the Ejido currently disposes of their human waste. and how they would suggest disposing of the human waste for the
three options listed in the previous question.
10). To determine what their ideas are to improve the launch site at El Campo.
11). To determine what other tourism activities they envision occurring in the Cienega de Santa Clara.

Sampling Selection
The sample group selected for the above-described questionnaire was the already established Eco-tourism Committee for the Johnson Ejido. These are

people who have been intimately involved with the development of an Eco-tourism program within the area of study. This group was selected given their prece-
dence as an already established committee and that they have a very immediate and personal stake regarding the development of the area. This approach was
essential given the overall philosophy of "making it happen" discussed in Chapter 1 under Objectives.

Respondents
There were a total of 7 respondents. The Eco-tourism committee is comprised of a total of 10 to 12 people.

Sampling Process
The questionnaires were translated into Spanish and then given to the respondents.
Rather then having the group complete the forms in the presence of the researcher, it was determined by this researcher that the respondents might feel



more comfortable on their own due to the various levels of reading and writing skills.
It was the intention to meet with the committee after the questionnaires were completed. Arrangements were made via a third party and a meeting time

established. Unfortunately, the committee members were not there at the pre-arranged meeting time and a detailed discussion of their responses could not be
carried out.

The surveys were finally completed by the June 15 & 16 trip and were picked up and returned to Tucson for translation. During the July 4& 5 trip, the
responses of the survey were discussed with Juan Butron, Johnson Ejido Eco-tourism Committee representative.

Socio-cultural Structured Interviews - Residents of the Region
This questionnaire targeted the locals living within the area of study. The purpose of this questionnaire was to:
1). To determine their thoughts on the likelihood of Eco-tourism succeeding in the Colorado River Delta and the Upper Gulf of California.
2). To determine what threats they percieve Eco-tourism would bring to their homeland.
3). To determine what sustainability means to their homeland.
4). To determine what their thoughts are regarding how Eco-tourism may help or harm their homeland.
5). To determine the quantity and type of tourism that has frequented the area of study within the past year.
6). To determine the type of tourism that each respondent would like to see occur in the region.
7). To determine any other thoughts that each respondent may have concerning Eco-tourism for the region of study.

Sampling Selection
The sample group selected for the above-described questionnaire was derived from local people that have been intimately involved with the development

of an Eco-tourism program within the area of study were selected. This group were selected based on the idea that they are all stockholders with regards to the
development of the area and were therefore very willing and interested in having their thoughts `heard'. As stated above, this approach was essential given the
overall philosophy of "making it happen" discussed in Chapter 1 under Objectives.

Respondents
There were a total of 4 local respondents: two are members of the Eco-tourism committees of the Johnson Ejido, Jose Juan Butron and Juan

Butron and two residents from El Golfo de Santa Clara, Salma's Karime Kadri Tellechea and Martin Adolfo Leon Rivera.

Sampling Process
The questionnaires for the local people were translated into Spanish and then given to the respondents. A seemingly easy task, but difficult to execute

because the respondents selected were rarely available at previously agreed upon meeting times. It was rather a hit and miss process that required several extra
trips to the area of study.

Environmental Structured Interviews -Environmental Scientists
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The environmental questionnaire targeting the environmental scientists was given to both American and Mexican scientists conducting research within the
area of study locals living within the area of study. The purpose of this questionnaire was to:
1). To determine their thoughts on the likelihood of Eco-tourism succeeding in the Colorado River Delta and the Upper Gulf of California.
2). What environmental threats they perceive to the area of study
3). To determine what sustainability means to the area of study
4). To determine what their thoughts are regarding how Eco-tourism may help or harm the area of study
5). To determine the quantity and type of tourism that has frequented the area of study within the past year.
6). To determine the type of tourism that each respondent would like to see occur in the region.
7). To determine any other thoughts that each respondent may have concerning Eco-tourism for the region of study.

Sampling Selection
Professionals were selected from various environmental fields that have a very thorough understanding of the issues revolving around the area of study. The
questionnaires were simply handed out to each respondent.

Respondents
There were a total of 4 environmental respondents: one a Mexican biologist working in the area of study specializing in the study of totoaba; one a Mexican biolo-
gist and technical coordinator of the Reserva de la Biosfera Alto Golfo de California y Delta del Rio Colorado; one, and 2 American scientists conducting research
in the area of study.

QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH METHODS
The use of Liked scale surveys were utilized in this study to provide a means of comparison of each respondent's experiences and thoughts, and assess-

ment of potential participants preferences. Two separate Liked scale surveys were formulated: (1) pilot trip participant surveys and (2)a visual / pictorial survey.
The statistical significance of the quantitative surveys is not valid due to the small sample sizes. Sample sizes were small due to the following reasons:

Low rate of return of surveys. Participants frequently stated that they would return the surveys via mail. More often then naught, this did not occur.
Sampling opportunities were minimal.
Steep learning curve on the part of this researcher. Initial organization of surveys was inadequate.

Pilot Trip Participant Surveys
Liked scale surveys was developed for each phase of the "Spatial Journeys" tour:
• The Johnson Ejido and the Cienega de Santa Clara

The Colorado River Delta
• El Golfo de Santa Clara and the Biosphere Reserve Field Station
• An overall survey of the Spatial Journeys tour



These surveys were administered for the purpose of:
Determining correlations between each respondent's experience.
Determining each respondent's preferred phase of the tour. Comments were requested with each question for the purpose of further clarification of their
response

(Samples of these surveys can be found in the Appendices.)

Sampling Selection

The sample group selected for the above surveys was simply any participants of any and/or all phases of the "Spatial Journeys" tour.

Respondents
The first phase, the Johnson Ejido and the Cienega de Santa Clara had a total of 19 respondents: 16 from USA, 3 from Mexico; ranging in age from 13 years old to
64 years old; and ranging in occupations from retired, "professional" tourists to school teachers, scientists, professionals, and students. The second phase of the
tour, the Colorado River Delta had a total of 3 respondents: all from USA; ranging in age from 13 years old to 54 years old; and ranging in occupations from stu-
dents to scientists and professionals. The third phase of the tour, El Golfo de Santa and the Biosphere Reserve Station had a total of 8 respondents: ranging in
age from 13 years old to 54 years old; and ranging in occupations from students to teachers and professionals. The overall survey of the entire trip had a total of 8
respondents: ranging in age from 13 years old to 54 years old; and ranging in occupations from students to teachers and professionals.

Sampling Process
The surveys were administered to each participant following the actual participation of each phase of the tour.
Respondents were asked to circle a number between 5 and 1, with a value of 5 indicating a strong AGREEMENT and a value of 1 indicating a strong DIS-

AGREEMENT.

	

STRONGLY AGREE	 STRONGLY DISAGREE
5	 4
	

3
	

2	 1

The mean average and the standard deviation was calculated for each question/ statement.
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Associated with each question/ statement , the respondents were asked to comment. These proved very valuable in assessing the pilot trip participants' experi-
ence. These comments are analyzed in the same manner as the qualitative surveys. The results are discussed in Chapter 5 - Analysis and Design Implications.

Visual / Pictorial Survey
A visual /pictorial, Likert scale survey was developed to ascertain peoples experiential preferences given a set of visual images. Three different sequences of

photographs, each containing 4 photographs were shown. Sequence One was a grouping of 4 photographs; 2 implying an environmental experience and 2 a cultural
experience. Sequence Two was a grouping of 4 photographs; all 4 implying an environmental experience. Sequence Three was a grouping of 4 photographs; all four
implying a cultural experience. Photographs used in all three sequences were pictures taken during the field research phase.

Sampling Selection: The sample group selected was comprised of some participants in pilot trips as well as a random sample of individuals that simply were asked to
complete a survey.

Respondents: There were a total of 17 respondents.

Sampling procedure: Respondents were asked to answer the same set of questions for each sequence. They were then asked to indicate which sequence was their
preference and briefly state why. Participants of the pilot trips, completed the survey prior to the trip.

The results of both the Pilot trip and Visual / Pictorial surveys will be discussed in Chapter 5 — Analysis and Design Implications.
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CHAPTER 5- ANALYSIS AND DESIGN IMPLICATIONS

In Chapter 4 -Research Methods, the methods used to conduct research in this study were discussed. These included both qualitative and quantitative
methods with emphasis placed on an ethnographic approach due to its suitability to this particular project. As you may recall, the qualitative methods employed in
this study were comprised of structured interviews / questionnaires given to; the Johnson Ejido Eco-tourism Committee, locals of the region, and scientists involved
in research in the area of study and field notes. The quantitative methods employed by this study involved the use of Likert scale surveys, which were given to
pilot trip participants, which also included comments to each question asked and a pictorial Likert scale survey given to people who seemed interested in Eco-
tourism.

Discussed below are the results and design implications of the research conducted. Recommendations and solutions will be discussed in Chapter 6 - Rec-
ommendations, based upon the findings of this chapter.

ANALYSIS AND DESIGN IMPLICATIONS OF QUALITATIVE RESEARCH METHODS

Field Notes - Design And Implications
As you may recall from Chapter 4 -Research Methodologies, while discussing internal validity, it was stated "information can be valid even if it represents a

single, particular view." A threat to internal validity is observer bias, which can be reduced by ample time in the field. This observer feels that ample fieldwork has
been conducted.

Below are the results and implications generated from 450 hours of field research. These results and design implications are in response to the field notes
found in Chapter 4 - Research Methods, and are presented in the same format as the field notes, a trip-by-trip basis.

November 2, 1996 Trip
1). The Cienega de Santa Clara seems to have great potential as a tourist attraction given its historical, cultural and environmental significance.

November 23 & 24, 1996 Trip
1). Best bird watching occurs during the winter months, sports fishing could be a summer activity, promoting income generation possibilities for the Johnson Ejido

residents.
2). Non-motorized tours of the Cienega seem to be preferable. Need to survey this issue.

3). Use locals as tour guides and providers of overnight accommodations.

4). An examination of other points of interest is in order given the rich diversity of the region as a whole.
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January 8 & 9, 1997 Trip
1). Possibility of overnight sleeping facility on the water of the Cienega de Santa Clara. This idea is very
appealing to John Heiman.
2). Need to examine the possibility of including a boat tour to Montague and Pelican islands as part of an
Eco-tourism tour.
3). Include dinner at Martin's as part of the tour. (More moneys going directly into the hands of the locals
and the food was excellent.)
4). Camping out at El Captain is not a good option.

February 1 & 2, 1997 Trip
1). Improve the launching conditions at the Cienega de Santa Clara. Design should include the use of
wooden pallets.
2). Make recommendations concerning the improvement of infrastructure and other amenities of the
Johnson Ejido.
3). Examine the possibility of constructing an overnight sleeping structure out in the Cienega, at the loca-
tion of one of the remnant duck blinds.
4). Include a tour of Montague and Pelican Island in the Eco- tour. Must be timed with the tides. Given the
relationship of the environment and the people, a culture that lives "where the Desert meets the sea", the
idea of creating a water linkage between the Cienega de Santa Clara and El Golfo de Santa Clara via
Martin's boat came to mind. Martin would pick the tour up in the upper inlets of the Colorado River Delta in
his boat, tour the Delta islands while heading south to El Golfo de Santa Clara. Arrive in El Golfo at Martin
and Selma's. Walk the guests to the Nuevo Motel del Golfo, where they could shower and clean up before
dinner. Return to Martin's for dinner. Enjoy dining while looking over the waters of the Upper Gulf and
watching the sunset behind the Baja Mountains.
5). Next trip need to try boat linkage from Colorado River Delta to El Golfo de Santa Clara.
6). Need to visit the beaches and pozos to the south of El Golfo.
7). Preliminary trip itinerary:

	

Day 1 7:30am	 Presentation during breakfast
	9:00am	 Depart Tucson
	2:00pm	 Arrive Johnson Ejido

	

3:00pm	 Tour the Cienega de Santa Clara during sunset
	7:00pm	 Dinner served by the Johnson Ejido

	

9.00pm	 Retire for the evening



Day 2 7:30am	 Breakfast prepared by the Ejido
8:30am	 Linkage to Delta (Bikes and / or car)
10:00am	 Meet Martin and his boat. NOTE: this timing will vary considerably due the tide. The Delta is best traveled around the high tide. Tour
Montague and Pelican Islands, have lunch on one of the islands or on the Baja side of the Delta. Travel south to El Golfo de Santa Clara.

4:00pm
6:00pm
9:00pm

Arrive in El Golfo de Santa Clara. Walk to the hotel and clean up.
Dinner at Martin and Selma's
Retire for the evening.

Day 3 8:00am	 Breakfast
9:00am	 Presentation by Jose Campoy at the Biosphere Reserve Field Station.
10:30am	 Traveled to the beaches and pozos to the south of El Golfo. Have lunch on the beach, swim, snorkel, sunbathe, etc. NOTE: The timing to visit

this area will depend on the time of low tide.
3:00pm	 Return to El Golfo. Shop, relax, visit with townspeople.
6:00pm	 Dinner at Martin's or somewhere else??
9:00pm	 Retire for the evening.

Day 4 8:00am
9:00am
11:00am
4:00pm

Day 5 8:00am
9:00am

Breakfast
Leave for Puerto Penasco and / or Pinacate Biosphere Reserve
Arrive Pinacate. Have lunch and hike to El Elegante Crater.
Return to Tucson or camp out in the Pinacate Reserve.

Breakfast
More hiking in the Pinacate Reserve or return to Tucson.

Design implications with regards to the above itinerary:
1). Need to establish alternative linkages and timing of activities to accommodate the timing of high and low tides.
2). Need to examine the accommodations provided at the Nuevo Motel del Golfo.
3). Need to tour the Cienega de Santa Clara at Sunset.

February 16, 1997 Trip
1). Need a means to improve communications with people of the area. Currently, there is only one phone in El Golfo and none at the Field Station or the

Johnson Ejido. Jose Campoy is waiting for an E-mail connection at the Biosphere Field Station.
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February 23 & 24, 1997 Trip
1). Carry life jackets for the Delta tour
2). Carry 2-way radios for the Delta tour
3). Carry rain ponchos for the Delta tour
4). Reexamine the linkage point in the upper waters of the Delta
5). On windy, stormy days consider driving to El Golfo de Santa Clara rather then arriving via boat.
6). Consider ways in which the local tour guides can learn English.
7). Examine various ways to build / attach windscreens for the existing palapa at El Campo.

April 26 & 27, 1997 Trip
1). Allow ample time within tour itinerary to just "sit around" El Golfo to experience the culture anomalies
2). Allow time in the tour itinerary for shopping in Algodones

May 15 & 16, 1997 Trip
1). Include trip to the beaches, pozos and lighthouse located south of El Golfo.
2). Consider an overnight camp is this area as part of the trip itinerary.
3). Consider linkage to this area via boat rather then 4-wheel drive vehicle. This may facilitate the time schedule rather then having to work around the timing of
low and high tide.
4). Consider conducting tours to this area even during the summer. The cooling effects of the wind off the water are significant. Perhaps tours at reduced rates.

June 15 & 16, 1997 Trip
1). Do not allow foot traffic on Montague Islands during nesting season. Viewing from boats only.
2). American teenagers seem moderately interested in the area.
3). Reassess the scenario of including the Nuevo Motel del Golfo as an overnight accommodation.

July 4 & 5 1997 Trip
1). Restaurants in El Golfo do not open until 8am. This causes a problem if day's activities are planned to begin prior to this time. The kitchen at the Field Station
would provide a food preparation space. Look into the possibilities of interested townspeople perhaps preparing and delivering breakfast to the Field Station.
(Involvement of more locals!)
2). Involve members of the Ejido Vicente Guerrero as tour guides and providers of lunch at the "Cottonwood Pozo" adjacent to La Salina. (Involvement of more
locals!)
3). Be careful not to offend locals already involved with the tour by involving others. A solution regarding the Martin situation would be that Martin could be the



guide to the La Salina area, and members of the Ejido Vicente Guerrero could be the guides and providers of lunch in La Salina.

4). During presentation, be sure to clarify that this trip is not a trip for the lazy. It requires both physical and mental participation. Need to carefully market this tour
so that the appropriate audience is reached.
5). Gourmet like meals will be important if catering to the high-end Eco-tourist.

Socio-Cultural issues - Structured Interviews / Questionnaires - Johnson Ejido Eco-tourism Committee
In Chapter 4, the qualitative research method of structured interviews/ questionnaires was described concerning the survey of the Johnson Ejido Eco-tour-

ism Committee.
The analysis and design implications generated from the Johnson Ejido Eco-tourism Committees Questionnaire are based on the respondents comments

and should be considered as educated hunches due to the small sample size of only 7 respondents
The analysis and design implications are as follows:

(Please note that the wording of the translation has been retained as to exactly how it was received. Copies of the actual surveys can be found in the appendices).

1. How many tours of the Cienega de Santa Clara do you envision occurring in one month's time?
5 Respondents: 5 - 8 tours
1 Respondent: 4 - 6
1 Respondent: 7 - 8
Analysis and Design Implications: A range of tours occurring from 1 per week to 2 per week is envisioned. This researcher feels that the rate of 1 tour
per week would be excellent given the esoteric nature of this tour. Regarding the carrying capacity of the area, the design of "Spatial Journeys" is of
such a low-impact nature, that the rate of 1 tour per week would not adversely affect the area. This coupled with the surveillance and management of
the Biosphere Reserve objectives, by the active participation of the Reserve managers, should negate any over-use.

1 A. During what months of the year do you see tours occurring?
5 Respondents: November - February
1 Respondent: November - Feb.
1 Respondent: September - November because there are birds
Analysis and Design Implications: Tours should be conducted during the months of November - February. During the "off-season" (March - October)
tours could be conducted perhaps at reduced fares due to the heat and low bird populations.

1 B. How should the tour program be phased / monitored to ensure that over-use does NOT occur?
5 Respondents: Divided into small groups to avoid impact
1 Respondent: Divide into small groups



Canoes on the Cienega
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1 Respondent: Be prepared as guide with small groups
Analysis and Design Implications: Keep tour groups small. This issue is inherent in the current design of "Spatial Journeys" Tour due to the limiting
factor of space available in the boat tour of the Colorado River Delta. Martin's panga is limited to 11 people, including the captain. This limits the tour
group size to 10 people. Of course, more boats could become involved in the future. At this time, assessment of the both the environmental and socio-
cultural impacts with regards to increased use should be made.

2. How many people per tour do you envision?
5 Respondents: From 10 to 25 persons because it is difficult to control large groups
1 Respondent: 10 to 25 persons
1 Respondent: From 15 to 25, avoiding impact
Analysis and Design Implications: Same as above.

3. For a 2 - 3 hour motorized tour of the Cienega, how much would you charge?
6 Respondents: $20 /hour
1 Respondent: $10 /hour
Analysis and Design Implications: This question has become a mute point regarding
"Spatial Journeys" Tour due to the use of canoes on the tours rather then motorized
boats.

4. For a 3 - 4 hour non-motorized tour of the Cienega, how much would you charge?
6 Respondents $15 each tour per person
1 Respondent. $10 each tour per person
Analysis and Design Implications: These rates are very high compared to the rates that were charged on the pilot trips. In discussing this with Juan
Butron, the Eco-tourism Committee representative, he told this researcher that when answering questions relating to fees, the respondents went very
high. During this discussion a fee of $10 / guide / hour was agreed upon.

5. Would you like to have people from the Ejido be the tour guides?
5 Respondents: Yes because it is cheaper this way and the person would be taking benefits from this job which we are trying to do at this place.
1 Respondent: Yes
1 Respondent: Yes I like it except that we need to be trained because of the responsibility of being a guide.
Analysis and Design Implications: The people are very interested in becoming guides due to the increase in earnings it would provide. This is also in
keeping with the objectives of the establishment of "Spatial Journeys", the involvement of locals as much as possible. A means of the Johnson Ejido
residents to learn English needs to be provided.



6. If yes, to the above question, some of the tour guides will need to speak English What ideas do you have to
teach the guides English?
5 Respondents: To offer an English course
1 Respondent: Offer a training course in English
1 Respondent: First of all we have to obtain an English course and we will eventually teach English to the rest.
Analysis and Design Implications: They realize and are interested in learning English. A means for this
to occur needs to be provided.

7. If a tour guide spoke English, how much would you charge for a tour of the Cienega?
5 Respondents: $50 per person
1 Respondent: $ 50 per person
1 Respondent: $15 per person so they will come back again
Analysis and Design Implications: These rates are very high compared to rates previously discussed. In
discussing this with Juan Butron, the Eco-tourism Committee representative, he told this researcher that
when answering questions relating to fees, the respondents went very high. During this discussion a fee
of $20 / guide / hour was agreed upon. Local Guides with Jose Campoy (Center)

8. A tour guide would also need to be knowledgeable of the birds, plants and fish living in and on the Cienega. How do you propose educating the tour guides?
6 Respondents: Having them trained
1 Respondent: We have to know about plants and birds and so we will be answering the questions.
Analysis and Design Implications: The one respondent, (Arturo) is already knowledgeable regarding the flora and fauna of the Cienega. He could teach
the others.

9. If the house located in the Ejido, which is proposed for Eco-tourism activities, were used for overnight accommodations, how much would you charge per person
for an overnight stay?
6 Respondents: $100 per person
1 Respondent: $50 including food and water
Analysis and Design Implications: These rates are very high compared to rates previously discussed. In discussing this with Juan Butron, the Eco-
tourism Committee representative, he told this researcher that when answering questions relating to fees, the respondents went very high. During this
discussion a fee of $12 / person / night, NOT including food, was agreed upon.
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10. Would members of the Ejido want to provide meals for the guests? Which meals and how much per person per meal?
6 Respondents: Typical food — $15 per person
1 Respondent: We have to know what kind of meals they like to avoid causing sickness
Analysis and Design Implications: These rates are very high compared to rates previously discussed. In discussing this with Juan Butron, the Eco-tourism
Committee representative, he told this researcher that when answering questions relating to fees, the respondents went very high. During this discussion a
fee of $5 /meal was agreed upon. Also discussed was issue of what these meals should consist of and preparation methods. These details will be dis-
cussed in Chapter 6 - Recommendations.

Florida Everglades 'Chickee' (overnight sleeping structure on the water)

11 Would you like to see an overnight sleeping structure built out on the water in the Cienega?
6 Respondents: Yes
1 Respondent: Sure I would like it, as long as we don't cause impact
Analysis and Design Implications: They like the idea.

11 a. Which of the images presented do you envision out on the Cienega? Why?
6 Respondents: Palapas and overnight sleeping structures on the water because views are enhanced.
1 Respondent: Wood palapas with tule gathered from the Cienega.
Analysis and Design Implications: They preferred the images consisting of vernacular architecture (palapas) and responded to the idea of a raised struc-
ture.
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11 B. What materials do you see this structure being built with?
All 7 Respondents: Wood, tule and fan palm leaves
Analysis and Design Implications: All respondents would like to see the structure built out of indigenous
and readily available materials.

12. Where in the Cienega do you think would be a good location for an overnight sleeping structure ?
All 7 Respondents: In front of pier, 300 ft from it where people can see the birds and where people are comfort-
able but not disruptive to the birds.
Analysis and Design Implications: The responses to this question do not make sense to this researcher.
Perhaps the question was mis-understood. There is no pier in the Cienega. Perhaps they were referring
to the El Campo launch site.

13. How much would you charge per person for an overnight stay on the Cienega?
6 Respondents: $150 per person
1 Respondent: $50 per person
Analysis and Design Implications: These rates are very high compared to rates previously discussed. In
discussing this with Juan Butron, the Eco-tourism Committee representative, he told this researcher that
when answering questions relating to fees, the respondents went very high. During this discussion a fee
of $10 / person /night was agreed upon.

14. Would members of the community be willing to bring meals out to people
staying on the water? Which meals would the community members be willing to serve and how much would you
charge per person per meal?
6 Respondents: Yes, typical meal. $20 per person
1 Respondent: Oil fried fish and vegetables. $10 per person
Analysis and Design Implications: These rates are very high compared to rates previously discussed. In
discussing this with Juan Butron, the Eco-tourism Committee representative, he told this researcher that
when answering questions relating to fees, the respondents went very high. During this discussion a fee
of $8 / person /meal was agreed upon.

15. Would you like to see people camping out overnight at the El Campo site?
6 Respondents: Yes
1 Respondent: Yes as long as impact on birds, noises and fires are avoided.
Analysis and Design Implications: All respondents are in favor of this. A palapa has already been con-
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structed at this site. Fires and hunting are not allowed in the Biosphere Core zones according the management guidelines.

16. If yes to above question, how much would you charge per person for an overnight stay?
6 Respondents: $20 per person
1 Respondent: $50 per person
Analysis and Design Implications: These rates are very high compared to rates previously discussed. In discussing this with Juan Butron, the Eco-tourism
Committee representative, he told this researcher that when answering questions relating to fees, the respondents went very high. During this discussion a
fee of $5/ person /night was agreed upon.

17. Would members of the community be willing to bring meals out to people
staying at El Campo? Which meals would you be willing to serve and how much would you charge per person per meal?
6 Respondents: Typical meal. $20 per person per meal
1 Respondent: We have to know what kinds of meals the tourist would like so that to avoid illness.
Analysis and Design Implications: These rates are very high compared to rates previously discussed. In discussing this with Juan Butron, the Eco-tourism
Commiftee representative, he told this researcher that when answering questions relating to fees, the respondents went very high. During this discussion a
fee of $6 - 7 / person /meal was agreed upon.

18. Of the 3 overnight accommodations suggested above(on the Cienega, at El Campo & the house in the Ejido), which is your favorite? Why?
All 7 Respondents: The house in the Ejido because it is more accessible for the tourist, and would provide a good shower and a good relax.
Analysis and Design Implications: The respondents are very interested in the idea of tour participants being involved within the community. They are also
concerned about the ease of access and the comfort of the participants.

18 A. Which seems the most likely to happen? Why?
All 7 Respondents: Accommodations at El Campo
Analysis and Design Implications: The palapa at El Campo is already constructed. The other two options would require money to build and greater effort
to provide amenities.

18 B. Do you see one of the 3 options occurring now and perhaps the others in the future?
All 7 Respondents: At El Campo
Analysis and Design Implications: They did not really respond to this question.

19. How does the Johnson Ejido currently dispose of the human sewage?

All 7 Respondents: Latrines dug with holes 9 feet deep
Analysis and Design Implications: None.



20. The house proposed for overnight Eco-tourism accommodations , will it use the same type of sewage disposal system currently in use at the Johnson Ejido?
All 7 Respondents: No, because it would have showers so a septic tank would be necessary.
Analysis and Design Implications: A septic system would need to be built to accommodate a traditional shower system. A gray water system shower could
perhaps be built which would be less costly then a shower with a septic tank.

21. If a overnight campsite is established at El Campo, how do you envision dealing with the human waste?
All 7 Respondents: With a water latrine
Analysis and Design Implications: An outhouse carefully located at the El Campo site would be appropriate for the initial development phase of the Eco-
tourism program. More 'up-scale' options should be considered for the future.

22. If an overnight sleeping structure was built out on the Cienega, how do you envision dealing with the human waste?
6 Respondents: With a water latrine
Respondent 3: No, because it is a non - pollution alternative for the fishing environment.
Respondent 4: No, on the contrary, this way you are able to meet lots of persons.
Analysis and Design Implications: No threats were perceived by the respondents.

23. At the El Campo launch site, do you see the need for a pier - like structure to built to help eliminate the muddy situation currently existing? How and with what
materials do you envision the pier being built with?
All 7 Respondents: It is necessary to build a pier-like structure for safety. Can be built with wooden pallets.
Analysis and Design Implications: Everyone agrees both on the need and what the materials the pier-like structure should be constructed of. The Ejido has
a source of free pallets.

24. What other tourism activities do you envision offering in the Cienega de Santa Clara?
6 Respondents: Motorized tour and sports fishing
1 Respondent: Sport fishing only because motorized boats will produce lots of noise and birds will fly away giving no opportunity for photos.
Analysis and Design Implications: Six of the seven respondents would like to see the continued use of motorized boats on the Cienega. All respondents
would like to see the promotion of sports fishing as an alternative activity on the Cienega. Activities allowed within the core zone of the Biosphere Reserve
include "catch and release" fishing activities. Motorized boat tours would be in direct conflict with the canoe tours. Scheduling of motorized boats tours
on the Cienega should be such that they do NOT occur at the same time as canoe tours.

Socio-cultural Structured Interviews - Residents of the Region
As you may recall from Chapter 4 - Research Methodologies, the sample group selected for the socio-cultural questionnaire was derived from local people that

have been intimately involved with the development of an Eco-tourism program within the area of study. This group was selected based on the idea that they are all
stockholders with regards to the development of the area and were therefore very willing and interested in having their thoughts 'heard'. This approach was essential
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given the overall philosophy of "making it happen" discussed in Chapter 1 under Objectives.
The results from the questionnaires which targeted the local residents are as follows with Respondents 1 and 2 from the Johnson Ejido Eco-Tourism Committee

and Respondents 3 and 4 from El Golfo de Santa Clara. (Please note that the wording of the translation has been retained as to exactly how it was received.)

1. Is Eco-Tourism likely to succeed in the Colorado River Delta and Upper Gulf of California Region? Why or why not? How will it succeed? How will it not succeed?
Respondent 1 & 2: Yes, because it is a real different activity than that promoted in our region.
Respondent 3: Yes, because it is an economic option for the communities.
Respondent 4: Yes, with the Mexican Government's support and advisory from the school of tourism.
Analysis and Deign Implications: All respondents were in favor of an Eco-tourism program. An Eco-tourism program should be implemented.

2. What possible dangers do you see to your current lifestyle?
Respondent l& 2: No, on the contrary, it help us to relax every time they visit us and we are glad to see people visiting our region.
Respondent 3: No, because it is a non - pollution alternative for the fishing environment.
Respondent 4: No, on the contrary, this way you are able to met lots of persons.
Analysis and Design Implications: No threats were perceived by the respondents.

3. What does sustainability mean to you with regards to the environment of the Colorado River Delta and Upper Gulf of California Region?
Respondent 1 & 2: Protect and preserve our natural resources avoiding environmental impacts and controlling natural resources use.
Respondent 3: Look for a good administration and support from both governments.
Respondent 4: Not pollute it and manage the reserve by trained people
Analysis and Design Implications: Tthe preservation of the natural resources is very important to the local people. Support from both USA and Mexican
agencies would be very beneficial.

4. What does sustainability mean to you with regards to your culture (family and your lifestyle) of the Colorado River Delta and Upper Gulf of California Region?
Respondent 1 & 2: Yes, because our offspring count on us, and protect our environment it is something that would help us to be free of pollution.
Respondent 3: Yes, because we are inside the reserve which give us a better understanding of the same reserve.
Respondent 4: Of course I do, we have to improve our habits to preserve it longer, because this is the heritage to our sons.
Analysis and Design Implications: The preservation of the natural resources is very important not only to the respondents but also to the future genera-
tions.

5. How might Eco-Tourism harm your lifestyle?
Respondent 1 & 2: Because of the new sources of incomes that we eventually could obtain from it.

Respondent 3: It is going to help us in organizing our lives promoting awareness on the people that is getting profits from it and also, giving them training and appro-
priate information.
Respondent 4: I think the more work the more money you have.



Analysis and Design Implications: No respondent felt that Eco-tourism might harm their lifestyle.

6. How might Eco-Tourism help your lifestyle?
Respondent 1 & 2: Running our own job (Eco-tourism) and working daily on it.
Respondent 3: On my incomes
Respondent 4: Being a more realist and active person, because we possess everything today and maybe our sons will posses nothing tomorrow.
Analysis and Design Implications: Economic and environmental benefits could be obtained from an Eco-tourism program. The economic gain is very
important to them but they also need to be made aware of the negative effects of too much Eco-tourism.

7A. Approximately how many tourists have visited the Johnson Ejido and the Cienega de Santa Clara in the past year? What type of tourists and what activities did
they engage in?
Respondent 1 & 2: We received the visit of about 60 tourists, Mexican students and American students too.
Respondent 3: On information activities.
Respondent 4: I don't know how many tourists visited those places, I was there once, and I was working as cook by the way.
Analysis and Design Implications: The Cienega received approximately 60 visitors last year, mostly students.

7B. Approximately how many tourists have visited El Golfo de Santa Clara in the past year? What type of tourists and what activities did they engage in?
Respondent 1 & 2: I'm not sure. Respect the kind of tourism that visited El Golfo de Santa Clara but I know for granted that we received some free tourism and some
"snow birds" with tourists guides too.
Respondent 3: 600, 000 persons approximately.
Respondent 4: American tourists most of them and they are coming here to enjoy the tranquillity of the beaches.
Analysis and Design Implications: El Golfo de Santa Clara is a rapidly growing destination point for tourists particularly from southern California.

8. What type of tourism do you want? Please be descriptive.
Respondent 1 & 2: All kind of... any kind of tourist, except wicked guys ( bad, gangsters )
Respondent 3: Any kind.
Respondent 4: Any, it doesn't matter, nationality, or even economic position or age; what it is really important it is having some one to serve.
Analysis and Design Implications: The respondents are anxious for any kind of tourist (except "wicked guys"!) in order to increase their earnings. Care
must be taken so that sustainable, appropriate development occurs.

9. Please share any other thoughts and comments you have regarding Eco-Tourism in the Colorado River Delta and Upper Gulf of California Region.
Respondent 1 & 2: Tourism is suitable at the Colorado River delta because of its natural landscapes.

We 'd like to count on a financial aid to obtain a "tourism field" ( campo turistico ) in good conditions for construction of palapas, latrines, and the reconstruction of the

house in the Ejido.
Respondent 4: What we need it is a money loan for improve the bed and breakfast service.
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Analysis and Design Implications: Sources of financial help for the procurement of sustainable tourism amenities.

Environmental Structured Interviews - Environmental Scientists
As you may recall from Chapter 4 - Research Methodologies, the respondents selected for the Environmental questionnaire were scientists who have a very

thorough understanding of the issues revolving around the area of study.
The results from the questionnaires which targeted environmental scientists are as follows with Respondent 1 being a Mexican Biologist conducting research on

the totoaba and assisting in the management of the Biosphere Reserve. Respondent 2 is a Mexican biologist and technical coordinator of the Biosphere Reserve.
Respondents 3 and 4 are scientists conducting research in the area of study.

1. Is Eco-Tourism likely to succeed in the Colorado River Delta and Upper Gulf of California Region? Why or why not? How will it succeed? How will it not succeed?
Respondent 1: Yes, because the region has several natural attractions such as beautiful landscapes, some places almost pristine. It will succeed if there are trained
persons to do it and if they respect what is set in the management program. It will NOT succeed if people and the activity as a whole is not coordinated by the appro-
priate people and if the activities are not controlled.
Respondent 2: Eco-tourism is one of the most important alternative and sustainable means to improve life quality within the Upper Gulf and Colorado River Delta
Biosphere Reserve. Management options for several sites at the Reserve is to promote, regulate and do Eco-tourism. I predict that Eco-tourism will succeed at a
small scale.
Respondent 3: Yes, will require a for-profit effort based in the USA with good contacts in Sonora -similar to the Pinacate tours.
Respondent 4: Yes, I think it should. There are already examples of success at the Mosqueda Camp on the Rio Hardy and duck hunting in the Cienega de Santa
Clara.
Analysis and Design Implications: Eco-tourism will succeed if managed properly by both Mexican and American based organizations. Eco-tourism will
probably succeed on a small scale basis.

2. What possible environmental threats do you perceive exist to the Colorado River Delta and Gulf of California Region?
Respondent 1: A constant threat of over-fishing, both the traditional and new methods of fishing. Trash, bad dumping of solid waste. Loss of habitat due to pressure
for developing aquaculture and tourist projects.
Respondent 2: The Yuma Desalting Plant can be a threat but a benefit to restore and maintain wetlands and agriculture (sustainable) to both Mexicali and San Luis. If
we promote Eco-tourism, the pressure to maintain water from the USA and manage our own areas designated as Eco-tourism areas, will increase and maybe we can
reforest those "green lagoons".
Respondent 3: Numerous: lack of water, population pressure most important.
Respondent 4: Mostly quantity of water problems from municipal wastewater and agricultural wastewater.

Analysis and Design Implications: The need for large scale, bio-regional planning recommendations and implementation is needed. Establishment of
successful Eco-tourism programs could help support the efforts of environmental restoration and preservation. Many are advocating the restoration of
minimal flows to the Colorado River Delta.

3. What does sustainability mean to you with regards to the environment of the Colorado River Delta and Upper Gulf of California Region?



Respondent 1: Refresh the Delta and the Upper Gulf ecosystem by allowing the water to run all the way down. At the same time, our communities benefit from the
technologies to restore, conserve and use water, especially in such a dry and risky region.
Respondent 2: It is the well ordered use of the resources that people have here: fisheries, landscape, etc. They can, and have the right to touch but they also have
the responsibility of doing what is the best both themselves and the environment.
Respondent 3: A non-decreasing water supply and land base for wild ecosystems. Can vary year to year.
Respondent 4: The region has fallen to a level below the desirable level of sustainability, so there needs to be remediation before there is an effort to maintain the
status quo.
Analysis and Design Implications: Again, the need for large scale, bio-regional planning recommendations and implementation is needed. Establishment
of successful
Eco-tourism programs could help support the efforts of environmental restoration and preservation. Many are advocating the restoration of minimal flows

to the Colorado River Delta.

4. What does sustainability mean to you with regards to the culture (the people and their lifestyle) of the Colorado River Delta and Upper Gulf of California Region?

Respondent 1: I think the human communities in the region are not at all aware of the unsustainability of the region. Sustainability regarding the culture is, to me, the

same as living with Nature, not against it.
Respondent 2: If there are people that have the knowledge of a traditional use which is not dangerous to any resource, it should be put into practice.
Respondent 3: Nothing. Cultures are in flux.
Respondent 4: The cultural environment has also deteriorated. Work with the native populations is needed to determine their vision of the past and the future.

Analysis and Design Implications: The level of involvement of the local people in all phases of an eco-tourism program is a key factor in determining the

success of an eco-tourism program, particularly if cultures are in a state of flux. A state of flux often provides opportunity. The involvement of the local

cultures during periods of change provides them with increased opportunities to form the future as they see fit. This in turn, creates a sense of pride,

identity and stewardship to their culture. A culture involved in an eco-tourism program not only takes pride in themselves, but also become stewards of the

entity that is providing the supplemental / alternative livelihood — the environment. Thus, preservation through eco-tourism.

5. How might Eco-Tourism harm the sustainability of the Colorado River Delta and Gulf of California Region?
Respondent 1: I don't know how. Bringing people with enough common sense to admire what is here, this will not harm the environment or the sustainability of the

communities.
Respondent 2: If the activity is not controlled and regulated because most of the time people mix up the meaning of real Eco-tourism with adventure tourism or that

they are doing Eco-tourism just because it is in a wild area. For example people think that to build a hotel in a pristine area is to do Eco-tourism.

Respondent 3: Wouldn't be harmful.
Respondent 4: By bringing excessive numbers f tourists to the region, beyond the carrying capacity of the eco-systems and the facilities.

Analysis and Design Implications: The establishment of carrying capacities is very important. Over use will ultimately degrade the attraction which is

being promoted. Appropriate tourism activities and amenities should be implemented. A close relationship should be maintained with the Biosphere

Reserve's manager so that the area of study is not degraded due to over use.
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6. How might Eco-Tourism help the sustainability of the Colorado River Delta and Gulf of California Region?
Respondent 1: Promote environmental awareness, promote restoration and bio-remediation. Help to improve the living standards at local communities.
Respondent 2: If it is well developed it could be a very good option for people and it can be one of the possibilities for increasing the quality of life of the locals, trying
to make possible the link between conservation and the use of resources.
Respondent 3: Bringing in money for the local people.
Respondent 4: It could provide the economic fare to drive rehabilitation and sustainability of these wetlands.
Analysis and Design Implications: Eco-tourism could help the economic welfare of the local people involved, provide a means for the local people to earn
some money while conserving the natural resources and provide a means of restoration and preservation to the area of study.

7. Approximately how many tourists have visited the Colorado River Delta and Gulf of California Region in the past year? What type of tourists and what activities did
they engage in?
Respondent 1: Thousands. I don't know exactly. Most of the tourist are the common tourist that look for spending the weekend or days off on the beach. They go to
swim, ride on motorcycle and drive 4x4's on the dunes.
Respondent 2: Around 1000+. Mostly weekend American or Mexican-Americans that bring ATV's. Few Eco-tourists visit the Cienega, the Delta and Adair Bay. Sport
anglers visit San Felipe.
Respondent 3: Maybe 100- 200.
Respondent 4: I have no idea.
Analysis and Design Implications: None.

8. What type of tourism would you like to see for this region? Please be descriptive.
Respondent 1: First a clean tourist. I mean that they really pay attention to all the regulations for the reserve and the signs that will be put in a few weeks or months.
Respondent 2: Eco-tourists that "indulge in extremes". People that care for the environment and the people.
Respondent 3: Birding, kayaking, fishing, hunting on the west side, outside the Biosphere Reserve.
Respondent 4: Bird watching, fishing, limited hunting, nature appreciation.
Analysis and Design Implications: All these are good ideas. Kayaking within the Delta is a great idea. The hunting idea is outside the geographical bound-
aries of this particular study. Birding is probably the most feasible. Tourists that really care about the environment and cultures that they are visiting is a
must. Hopefully the type of travelers that "Spatial Journeys" will attract are of this ilk.

9. Please share any other thoughts and comments you have regarding Eco-Tourism in the Colorado River Delta and Upper Gulf of California Region.
Respondent 1: There is a need to promote the potential of the area but more then this we need to train people to conduct, by themselves, activities as they should be
conducted. We need to have information on where or who can give the most adequate training in the areas of cultural history, English, techniques for developing
tourism activities with low or minimum impact in wild or protected areas. Also need administrative support.
Respondent 2: Promoting Eco-tourism in this Reserve will likely improve the quality of life and maintain its beauty and productivity.
Respondent 3 and 4: None.
Analysis and Design Implications: The financial and administrative support of both American and Mexican agencies is very important with regards to Eco-



tourism in the area of study. Also the involvement of sensitive, energetic outfitter guide services, whether they are American or Mexican, is important. The dissemi-
nation of information regarding the environmental and cultural beauty and uniqueness is very important as part of a marketing program in the promotion of an Eco-
tourism program for this region.

RESULTS AND DESIGN IMPLICATIONS OF QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH METHODS

Pilot Trip Participant Surveys
As you may recall from Chapter 4 - Research Methodologies, Likert scale surveys were developed for each of the 4 phases of the "Spatial Journeys" tour:
• the Johnson Ejido and the Cienega de Santa Clara
• the Colorado River Delta
• El Golfo de Santa Clara and the Biosphere Reserve Field Station
• An overall survey of the Spatial Journeys tour

These surveys were administered for the purpose of determining participants thoughts regarding experiences encountered during the pilot trips. Comments
were requested with each question for the purpose of further clarification of their response and are located with the corresponding question. (Samples of these surveys
can be found in the Appendices.)

The analysis and design implications are discussed below. The mean average and standard deviation of the responses to each answer was calculated.
Due to the strong ethnographic approach of this study, the comments received with each question proved to be valuable, whereas, the means were essentially mean-
ingless due to the small sample sizes. Nonetheless, this researcher was requested to calculate the means and standard deviations as an exercise.

A total of 3 pilot trips were conducted.	 In the case of ALL three pilot trips, the "Spatial Journeys" schedule of activities for 2 or 3 days was condensed
into 1 or 2 days. This greatly impacted the experiential design of "Spatial Journeys" and therefore the experience of the participants. Comments referring to "not
enough time", etc., are considered in the analysis but with the understanding of the time constraints imposed on every pilot trip.

If this researcher had the opportunity to conduct other pilot trips, it would be conducted as proposed , not a condensed version. The comments of the pilot trip partici-
pants would more accurately reflect the proposed trip rather then an experience that resembles the proposed trip. And therefor be more meaningful.

SURVEY OF THE JOHNSON EJIIDO & CIENEGA DE SANTA CLARA
The first phase of the tour, the Johnson Ejido and the Cienega de Santa Clara, a total of 19 respondents were surveyed: 16 from USA, 3 from Mexico; rang-

ing in age from 13 years old to 64 years old; and ranging in occupations from retired, "professional" tourists to school teachers, scientists, professionals, and students
Discussed below are: the mean average for each question; comments; analysis and design implications for each question. If you recall from Chapter 4, the

value of 5 indicates a strong AGREEMENT with the statement and a value of 1 indicates a strong DISAGREEMENT with the statement.

1. The Johnson Ejido is socially / culturally interesting.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.05. SD 0.87
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Comments:
It is a typical Ejido community in the Colorado River Delta.
Enjoyed the incorporation of the ejido woman.
Very interesting socially. Would like to learn more about the structure and workings of the ejido.
Did not spend any time in the Ejido itself, other then greeting the household of our guides.
Pretty difficult living conditions. Brings forth emotional response and is very confrontational and would probably be difficult for those who are unaccustomed to such
environs.
The Ejido exhibited poverty to the extreme. Without actually meeting a variety of the residents it is impossible to access any social or cultural interest.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement. Allow more time to be spent in the Ejido.

2. The Johnson Ejido is visually appealing.
The mean and SD for this question was: 3.5 SD 1.3
Comments:
Since this is a small community, it doesn't have services and support from the county officials.
The rustic quality and layout good. Need garbage control
The Ejido looked organized and the structures appeared to be well maintained.
I like small settlements. It wasn't beautiful or anything, however I don't think that is a high priority. It's their home and it should be functional for them, not pretty for the
tourists.
Nice but there was a lot of trash.
Analysis and Design Implications: Moderate agreement. Visually, nothing special.

3. The residents of the Johnson Ejido are friendly.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.9 SD 0.3
Comments:
They are everyday people, raised in the farms and the desert.
Interaction with the gringos limited by the language not the hospitality.
Very friendly and anxious to learn. Knowledgeable about the area and very willing to share their knowledge.
I found the people there very happy to see us, very gracious and attentive. They seem to be peaceful and mature individuals who really know how to enjoy life and
how to treat visitors.
Very, very friendly, went out of their way many times.
As are all indigenous, 3rd world people. They are friendlier and have bigger hearts and souls then almost everyone else. I love the infectious smiles they have.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement. Everyone likes the Johnson Ejido. Involve the residents as much as possible.

4. The debris in the Johnson Ejido detracts from the natural beauty.
The mean and SD for this question was: 3.9 SD 1.3



Comments:
Didn't see any.
A little bit, but if the tour is not so close it is all right. We can help the Ejido to get rid of it.
So much garbage in the entire area.
The lack of an organized trash management system is a detraction from the natural beauty of the area.
It saddens me greatly to see garbage pollute Mother Earth anywhere I go. When I see garbage litter of a community, I get the impression that the people there are
careless and insensitive towards the Earth, to other creatures and probably don't respect themselves.
Was some trash.
Didn't actually notice unusually large amounts of debris.
Analysis and Design Implications: Moderate agreement. People who had never traveled down into Mexico seemed to be more impacted by the trash lying
around as compared to people who have traveled into Mexico before. If participants are "unseasoned" travelers, they perhaps should be prepared in a
different manner then seasoned travelers.

5. The lack of town infra-structure bothered me.
The mean and SD for this question was: 2.33 SD 1.39
Comments:
Not really, I like semi-natural spaces.
The people need much more -HELP!
I think it is its strong suit.
The lack of development is the draw to the area.
Not at all. I enjoyed seeing de-centralized communities existing. The lack of infra-structure is an extremely positive thing. It helps prevent development and maintains
co-operative anarchy and natural social organization.
Did not bother me but I am use to being in such places.
It would help to have a town square.
Analysis and Design Implications: Moderate disagreement. Again, the response to this question seemed to be based on past experiences.

6. There is rich diversity of bird life in the Cienega.
The mean and SD for this question was: 3.9 SD 1.0
Comments:
We have recorded nearly 60 species of birds, some migratory and protected species such as the clapper rail and bald eagles.
Missed the elusive Roseate Spoonbill
Definitely.
We sighted American coots, barn swallows, white pelicans, cinnamon Teal at the end of February. I understand the birds are gone by mid January. I would like to
return for Birding when there are the most species migrating and bird watch by kayak again.
I would strongly agree based on what our guide told us regarding migratory birds. Although many of them were gone by the time we were there (end of February). We
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did see a bald eagle, however.
Not much was seen during the summer time.
It wasn't the season for birds. (June visit.)
Not in summer!
Not much to see in July!
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement. The responses of the summer participants were very different then the winter visitors but they prob-
ably biased their answers due to what they were told. Winter months are the prime time to visit the Cienega if birding is the highly desired activity.

7. The flora of the Cienega (cattails, naja, giant reeds) is interesting.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.1 SD 0.8
Comments:
Yes! It is unusual vegetation and the contrast between water and cattails is amazing.
It is an interesting habitat to explore. The necessity of a guide because of the reeds was a disappointment because of the motorized boat they had to use. If they
were in kayaks, it would be much more appealing, quieter. Maybe some kayaks could be donated.
Especially how they grow underwater.
Lots of it to see.
More diversity would be more interesting.
Within the context of the history and future of the Cienega.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement. Guides are a must or one gets "lost in the tullies", motorized boats detracted from the experience and a under-
standing of the history of the Cienega seems to promote a greater appreciation.
The tour was lessened by the motor boat for me. It's a very tranquil, beautiful and unspoiled area.
Let's keep it that way by not developing electricity, plumbing etc., in the camp grounds. The wind through the reeds was
magic.
But the canoes were very uncomfortable after such a long drive. I couldn't wait to get out and stretch my legs.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement. Although some participants were bothered by the motors, they , for the most part, looked beyond
this annoyance.

8. The local tour guides were informative.
The mean and SD for this question was: 3.9 SD 0.9
Comments:
Yes but the language is always the limit. But if you want to communicate you can do it.
More information would be appreciated.
Fine for Spanish speakers. Need a bit more information from Eco views(?)
Much interesting information.



Yes, the representative of the Ejido, Juan?, was informative and interesting and Antonio, the boatman. The young women did not speak much although several in the
boat were fluent in Spanish and asked them direct questions. Peggy Turk suggested having one girl intern at CEDO to learn English and prepare her to deal with the
English speaking tourists.
They were, although mostly with prompting. I think they should create an educational dialog for their tours - in Spanish is fine. They have a lot of information.
No opportunity.
They told us as much as they could.
If one has a Spanish/English dictionary.
I am sure Jose Juan knows a great deal about the area.
The language is a barrier.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong Agreement. The level of knowledge of the guides was perceived and responded to in a positive way, although
the need for English speaking guides was evident to the participants.

9. The Cienega de Santa Clara is educational.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.5 SD 0.6
Comments:
Amazing -must be preserved. No place like it!!
It is as much as the guides are educational about this area and are able to convey it. Any written material that is available should be made available to visitors.
To see the results of the loss of the Colorado River. To see the desolate sand and mud flats and to see how life still maintains itself in the Cienega is educational.
Again within the context of the history and future of the Cienega.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement. Need for better means to convey information, not only regarding the flora and fauna but the history
of the area.

10. The tour of the Cienega was tranquil.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.6 SD 0.5
Comments:
Yes. More Kayaks and canoes would make it possible for all to enjoy.
Would be smart to eliminate motors.
Windy
Let's keep it that way by not developing electricity, plumbing, etc., in the campgrounds. The wind through the reeds was magic.

But the canoes were very uncomfortable after such a long drive. I couldn't wait to get out and stretch my legs.

Analysis and Design Implications: Strong Agreement. Although some participants were bothered by the motors, they found the Cienega tranquil.
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11. A motorized tour would have been preferable.
The mean and SD for this question was: 1.4 SD 0.7
Comments:
No. The canoes and kayaks were great.
No the quiet is so important.
Motors should stay out of the Cienega as much as possible. It can't handle that much pollution, it's mostly a closed system. Motor boats are really noisy anyway.
It would have been louder and would not be expected.
An option but the trade-off is the quietness. You might also scare off wildlife.
Analysis and Design Implications: Moderate disagreement. Motorized tours should be made available but great care must be taken in the scheduling so
that are no conflicts of use on the Cienega.

12. The Cienega tour is approximately 2- 3 hours . This was adequate time.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.2 SD 1.0
Comments:
Might not be for serious bird watchers.
So much to see!
Paddle power -might enjoy a little longer.
A tour of about 4 - 5 hours is preferable. I felt like there was more to see.
It would be good to have both shorter and longer trips available. Having guides in canoes would really add to the experience.
Adequate time but perhaps better placed at some other time then at the end of a long travel day.
Too long after a long drive. When there is a lot of wildlife to see, 3 hours would be good. Shorter time at certain seasons.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement. Provide options for shorter or longer trips dependent upon the desires of the participants.

13. I enjoyed camping out at the Cienega.
The mean and SD for this question was: 3.8 SD 1.6
Comments:
Okay but the wind was terrible.
The palapas were good but need wind breaks. Long term need latrines.
It was quiet, private and without artificial light. A great camping area all around. The palapa will add comfort to the area especially in the summer months. Some type
of roll down wind breaks on the palapa structure would be nice when the wind comes through. A solar powered bathroom structure would be nice for larger groups,
with skylights.
The peace, remoteness, solitude combined with the sounds of the creatures at night were incomparable. I would hate to see any development in this area. It would
surely disturb the animals.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong to moderate agreement. Wind breaks are needed for the palapa at El Campo. The quietness of the area should
be preserved. "Up-scale" latrines should be provided — later phase.



14. Would you camp out on the water if an appropriate structure was provided?
The mean and SD for this question was: 3.66 SD 1.7
Comments:
It would depend on how the structure was made. I would enjoy sleeping in something made out of materials from the Cienega area (not trees such as reeds or cattails
for a roof but I wouldn't enjoy a tacky thing that impacted the habitat.
Definitely!
Would be neat!
Not really all that appealing. Would rather camp on beach -whole area.
I think it would be too crowded and there would not be away to leave or walk around if you wanted.
Depends on other activities -need to be up an moving after sitting.
Analysis and Design Implications: Moderate agreement. No images were provided in association with this question. It was probably difficult to answer. If
built, would need to provide easy access to the land so that people did not feel stuck.

15. Would you like to stay overnight in the Johnson Ejido if accommodations were provided?
The mean and SD for this question was: 3.9 SD 1.4
Comments:
Hot water, showers and toilets necessary.
Would rather stay at beach and ramada, sunshowers, BBQ. Base camp there and then travel to the Johnson Ejido and Cienega.
I think with the right camp and a great meal (gourmet) it would be fun.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement. Need to provide a feeling of comfort and up-scale amenities. This could be accomplished by gour-
met type meals, hot showers and clean, nice bathrooms

16. Would you tell your friends to visit the Cienega?
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.4 SD 1.2
Comments:
As long as they are ecologically minded.
Interesting side trip but for the general population, I really don't think it holds enough fascination to be a focal point. Area has been raped, it is a shadow of what it was
- that very idea is disheartening.
During the winter.
A wonderful place.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement. Plan trips during the winter months. In conjunction with information regarding the history, intro-
duce the idea of "preservation through tourism".
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17. Would you return to the Johnson Ejido and the Cienega for a second visit?
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.0 SD 1.2
Comments:
Would want a personal guide.
Definitely!
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement.

SURVEY OF THE COLORADO RIVER DELTA
The second phase of the tour, the Colorado River Delta had a total of 3 respondents: all from USA; ranging in age from 13 years old to 54 years old; and ranging in
occupations from students to professionals.

1. The Colorado River Delta is historically interesting.
The mean and SD for this question was: 5.0 SD 0.0
Comments:
Lighthouse, birds and learning about the tides was very interesting.
Analysis and Design Implications: Complete agreement.

2. The Delta region is visually serene and unique.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.3 SD 1.1
Comments:
Very beautiful.
It was very interesting and beautiful.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement.

3. There is rich diversity of bird life in the Delta Region.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.7 SD 0.5
Comments:
Lots of birds and their babies as well.
Vert much so and we could even see birds being born.
Analysis and Design Implications: Seeing the baby birds being born was a very positive experience for the two participants. The situation quickly deterio-
rated due to the parent birds flying off due to the presence of humans, leaving the babies to be schorched by the sun. Also this was the incidentpf this
researcher stepping on a baby bird, as you may recall from Chapter 4. Needless to say, people should not be allowed on the islands during nesting season.
The island is literally covered with nests and baby birds. Viewing should be from boats with binoculars.



4. There is rich diversity of aquatic life in the Delta region
The mean and SD for this question was: 5 SD None (Only one respondent).
Comments:
.Did not see any.
Can only assume.
Analysis and Design Implications: None.

5. The flora of the islands (Distichilis palmeri) is unique and interesting.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.3 SD 0.6
Comments: None
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong Agreement. Be sure to include information regarding D. palmeri in literature.

6. The local guides were informative.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.7 SD 0.6
Comments: Told us a lot about birds and the water.
They probably would be more if I could understand Spanish.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement. English speaking guides would be helpful.

7. The Delta region is educational.
The mean and SD for this question was: 5.0 SD None (Only one respondent)
Comments:
Analysis and Design Implications: Need written information about this particular phase of the tour. Nest and eggs found on Montague Island

8. I enjoyed hiking on the islands.
The mean and SD for this question was: 3.0 SD None (Only one respondent)
Comments:
Maybe not during hatching season, too dangerous for babies.
It was very interesting and unique.
Analysis and Design Implications: Stay off during nesting season.

9. I wish more time could have been spent on the islands.
The mean and SD for this question was: 3.5 SD 0.7
Comments:
Good amount of time on the islands.
Analysis and Design Implications: Difficult to say.



Lighthouse on Montague Island
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10. The views from the top of the lighthouse on Montague Island are unique and worth the climb.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.3 SD 0.5
Comments:
Bring binoculars
Very much so. It was so beautiful and had a wonderful scene from the top.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement. Bring binoculars.

11. The motorized tour of the Delta was safe and comfortable.
The mean and SD for this question was: 5.0 SD 0
Comments:
Very relaxing but wear sunscreen and hat.
It was so relaxing I almost fell asleep.
Don't put passengers in the back of truck.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong Agreement. The young girls enjoyed the boat ride.



SURVEY OF EL GOLFO DE SANTA CLARA & THE BIOSPHERE RESERVE FIELD STATION
The third phase of the tour, El Golfo de Santa and the Biosphere Reserve Station had a total of 9 respondents: ranging in age from 13 years old to 54 years

old and ranging in occupations from students to teachers and professionals.

1. El Golfo de Santa Clara is socially /culturally interesting.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.2 SD 0.6
Comments:
More structure in town; much more culturally appealing and get a sense of lifestyle.
Don't know.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement. None

2. El Golfo de Santa Clara is visually appealing.
The mean and SD for this question was: 3.9 SD 0.9
Comments:
The beach was beautiful.
It was very peaceful and quiet
So, so. I find it appealing but most will find it just poor.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement. The surrounding beaches seemed the most interesting. Again, difference in perceptions between
those who have traveled in Mexico as compared to those who have not.

3. The residents of El Golfo are friendly.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.8 SD 0.3
Comments:
Were a tremendous help.
Very. They go out of their way to do anything for you.
Great as usual.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement. Everyone likes interaction with the locals. Do More!!

4. The garbage in El Golfo detracts from the natural beauty
The mean and SD for this question was: 3.2 SD 0.9
Comments:
Not on the beach but there was some on the beach.
Didn't really notice it.
Didn't see any.
Analysis and Design Implications: Moderate agreement. The garbage in El Golfo is less noticeable then the garbage in the Johnson Ejido.
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5. The lack of town amenities bothered me.
The mean and Sd for this question was: 2.8 SD 1.5
Comments:
I thought it was very interesting.
There is everything here.
Analysis and Design Implications: Moderate Agreement. Again, this is probably in response to past traveling
experiences.

6. I was satisfied with the accommodations provided at Nuevo Motel del Golfo.
The mean and SD for this question was : 4.7 SD 0.5
Comments:
None.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement. Nuevo Motel del Golfo is okay.

7. Breakfast at El Delphin was satisfying.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.0 SD 1.0
Comments:
Dinner was okay.
Dinner was okay.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong Agreement. Comments reflect —not rave reviews for El Delphin.

8. Dinner at Martin and Salma's was satisfying.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.8 SD 0.3
Comments:
Very good and service was friendly and social
It was very good.
Excellent!!
Wonderful people.
It was great. Think you need a more gourmet element.
Atmosphere and family was quaint, unique and special.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement.

9. The dining experience at Martin and Salma's was positive.

The mean and SD for this question was: 5.0 SD 0

Comments:

Dinner at Martin's is liked by everyone. More eating experiences like this need to be incorporated.



Very nice.
Great company and great food.
Analysis and Design Implications: Complete agreement. Dinner at Martin's is liked by everyone. More eating experiences like this need to be incorporated.

10. The Biosphere Reserve Field Station was educational.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.5 SD 0.5
Comments:
Great slide show.
Even more as it gets organized. A great talk and slide show by Jose
Slide show earlier. I was too tired to learn much more info.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement. Due to the schedule restraints of the pilot trips, Jose's presentation was at night. The proposed

itinerary is scheduled for Jose's presentation first thing in the morning.

11. The overnight stay at the Biosphere Reserve Field Station was pleasant.

The mean and SD for this question was: 4.0 SD 0.7
Comments:
Beach sleeping was great.
Need to supply flashlights — maybe outdoor camping on dunes closer to the beach.

I would want to be closer to the ocean to hear the waves.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement. Supply flashlights. The

Station is mud flats.

One of the best experiences is to wake up and hear / see ocean birds.

desire to sleep closer to the waves is not possible. The beach at the Field

12. The Biosphere Reserve representative was informative.

The mean and SD for this question was: 4.8 SD 0.4
Comments:
Jose and Marta are great.
Have information more organized. Mini-lectures building on each other.

Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement. Like the idea of mini-lectures.

13. Would you like to camp out at the Biosphere Reserve Field Station?

The mean and SD for this question was: 4.8 SD 0.7

Comments:
I think it is the best way to stay there.
A permanent base camp out by high tide line would be ideal.

Alot of information to digest in one sifting.
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Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement. Seems to be a preferred experience over the hotel. The Field Station might be a good place for a
base camp set-up

14. Would you return to eat at Martin and Salma's?
The mean and SD for this question was: 5.0 SD 0
Comments:
Definitely!
Love their food but I feel clients would expect a lot more. Great food makes a trip even more memorable.
Analysis and Design Implications: Complete agreement. Martin's is a hit. The other eating experiences need to be brought up to this level.

15. Would you tell your friends to visit El Golfo and the Field Station?
The mean and SD for this question was: 5.0 SD 0
Comments:
Love the area.
Only if someone was there to talk about the projects.
Analysis and Design Implications: Complete agreement. Need better information dissemination.

16. Would you return to El Golfo and the Field Station for a second visit?
The mean and SD for this question was: 5.0 SD 0
Comments:
I'll be back.
Jose and Marta were friendly, helpful and informative.
Analysis and Design Implications: Complete agreement. Interactions with the local people, scientists seems to be very popular.

Survey Of "Spatial Journeys" Tour
The overall survey of the entire trip had a total of 8 respondents: ranging in age from 13 years old to 54 years old; and ranging in occupations from students

to teachers and professionals.

1. I found the Tour to be serene and relaxing.
The mean and SD for this question was: 3.8 SD 1.4
Comments:
Too fast paced. Need to have meal time and place better planned.
Anything but!
Would have liked more time by the ocean to relax, read.



I was working.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement. This researcher feels that the time constraints placed on the pilot trips did not give the Tour a fair
representation. The need for 'down' time seems to be very important, will reassess the two proposed itineraries with this in mind.

2. I found the Tour to be educational.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.5 SD 0.5
Comments:
Learned about the area. I know a lot more about the history and development then before.
I know more about the area then before.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement. Information was relayed. Needs improvement.

3. I found the Tour to be overall a very positive experience.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.8 SD 0.5
Comments:
Yes, but we needed more down time. Less time traveling in vehicles. Yes we did a 4 day trip in 2 days but still keep down time in mind.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement. This researcher feels that the time constraints placed on the pilot trips did not give the Tour a fair
representation. The need for 'down' time seems to be very important, will reassess the two proposed itineraries with this in mind.

4. I found the locals to be friendly.
The mean and SD for this question was: 5.0 SD 0
Comments:
Genuinely friendly, as usual.
Analysis and Design Implications: Complete agreement. The interaction with the locals is a very, very positive aspect. Do More!!!!

5. I felt safe while on the Tour.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.9 SD 0.4
Comments:
Not initially but got use to it.
Very safe.
Except at the top of the light house.
When I was paddling.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement. Again, past experiences affected the respondents feelings of safety.

6. The overall lack of infra-structure bothered me.

The mean and SD for this question was: 2.2 SD 1.1
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Comments:
I am very accustomed to it but I do think commercial/general population would be.
This is a 3rd world country and this is the way it is. I love it just as it is.
I expect that.
Analysis and Design Implications: Moderate disagreement. None

7. I am concerned about the welfare of the locals.
The mean and SD for this question was: 2.0 SD 1.1
Comments:
Not really. They are neither starving of homeless. They are a very happy group of people.
Don't know if Ejido can sustain themselves.
Analysis and Design Implications: Moderate disagreement. Wide division of opinion. Again, probably due to past experiences.

8. I am concerned about the environmental health of the Gulf.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.0 SD 0.9
Comments:
Sewage.
Very and have been for years.
Thanks to this tour.
Read my story.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement. The educational aspect of this issue seems to be okay. But always room for improvement— Written

information.

9. I am concerned about the water rights of Mexico regarding the Colorado River water allocation.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.3 SD 1.1
Comments:
Yes.
Thanks to this tour.
Read my story.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong Agreement. The educational aspect of this issue seems to be okay. But always room for improvement— Written

information

10. The 'Spatial Journeys' Tour is thought- provoking.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.0 SD 1.4
Comments



Biosphere Reserve Field Station

How about a grant from EDF to help create infrastructure down here in Mexico. You really need a "luxurious" base
camp and then conduct 1/2 day trips. That way people will feel grounded and get more from the area.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement. The idea of a base should be incorporated into an
alternative option for the tour itinerary.

11. I would like to see low-impact, sustainable nature tourism development for this region.
The mean and AD for this question was: 4.6 SD 0.5
Comments:
But I think great caution is required.
If it is environmentally safe.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement. Small range of opinions. This type of development
is perceived as okay.

12. I would like to see commercial / residential development for this region.
The mean and SD for this question was: 2.0 SD 1.2
Comments:
This is important for those who live here.
No
Analysis and Design Implications: Moderate disagreement. Wide range of opinion. None

13. I would prefer no further development in this region.
The mean and SD for this question was: 3.8 SD 0.9
Comments:
Don't know.
Development is inevitable and can be controlled in the right way. No USA developers allowed.
Only if it benefits the people.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strong agreement, with a small range of opinions. The comments re-
flect a more practical approach to this issue.

.For each category listed below, each respondent was asked to circle the number indicating their overall satisfaction with each experience, with 5 indicating a posi-
tive experience and 1 indicating a negative experience.

ENVIRONMENTAL EXPERIENCES:
14. Cienega de Santa Clara Tour
The mean and SD for this question was 4.0 SD 0.9
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Comments:
Would be better in the winter.
Analysis and Design Implications: Strongly positive experience. Season and weather of tours greatly affect the experience of the participants.

15. Colorado River Delta Tour
The mean and SD for this question was: 5.0 SD 0
Comments:
None
Analysis and Design Implications: A positive experience for all participants.

16. Biosphere Reserve Field Station
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.7 SD 0.5
Comments:
Great potential and very knowledgeable staff
Analysis and Design Implications: Strongly positive experience. The educational aspects of the tour seem to be very important in association with the
environmental experiences. Appreciation of this area in particular is heightened with an understanding of the past and current events.

SOCIO / CULTURAL EXPERIENCES:
17. Johnson Ejido
The mean and SD for this question was: 3.3 SD 1.7
Comments:
Meeting and speaking with the kids was fun.
Really was no socio-cultural experience.
Only saw one home and family.
Not enough exposure to comment.
Analysis and Design Implications: A moderately positive experience. The interaction with the local people seems to be very important to the participants.

More of this
interaction needs to be incorporated. Perhaps with the Tour conducted as it is planned, rather then a condensed version, the interaction with the Johnson

Ejido residents would be adequate.

18. El Golfo de Santa Clara
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.8 SD 0.4
Comments:
Beach was great.
Marta and Jose were cool.



Poor fishing village.
The truck ride down the beach and lunch with the Ejido was a treat. It would be good to offer vegetarian meals.
Analysis and Design Implications: A strongly positive experience. Participants seemed to enjoy interaction with both Marta and Jose and the Vicente
Guerrero Ejido residents. Do Morel! The interaction with the Vicente Guerrero Ejido was purely by chance. This would not have happened, if extensive
time in the field did not occur.

19. Dinner at Martin & Salma's
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.9 SD 0.3
Comments:
Great grub!
Great local food.
Great.
Analysis and Design Implications: A strongly positive experience. More experiences like this.

Respondents were then asked to state their favorite experience of the tour and give a short explanation why.

The boat ride through the Delta because it was very pretty and relaxing. Also the dinner at Martin's and Salma's was fun.
The dinner at Martin and Salma's and on Martin's boat.
Getting out to the pristine sea shore area. I think this should be the focal point of the trip for commercial / general population.
Swimming , beach combing and the 4 wheel drive minus the salt flats. I loved looking for stuff and swimming. Go less distance and spend more time on the beach.

Also talking to the locals in broken Spanish.
El Golfo de Santa Clara was very serene and it was great spending time at the beach being land-locked in Tucson.
Loved the trip to the salt flats and fresh water springs

Analysis and Design Implications: This trip is not appropriate for the commercial/ general population. The marketing niche for eco-tours, in general, is

relatively small compared to the tourism industry as a whole. The "Spatial Journeys" marketing niche is a small part of the °co-tourism niche probably due

to:
1. People not being aware of the environmental uniqueness of the area

2. People not being aware of the social, environmental and political issues of the area.

3. The lack of "flamboyant" scenery and or physical activities.

I finally made the trip to the salt flat and the pozos on the last trip, July 4 and 5. Unfortunately, this area was not included in the surveys. This was also the

trip where we serendipitously ran into the residents of the Vicente Guerrero Ejido which developed into the incorporation of another group of locals into the

"Spatial Journeys" Tour. Great find that was not at all planned and could not have occurred without the help of Jose Campoy and extensive time in the

field.
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The interaction with locals is very important. Hanging out on beaches is a very popular pastime. Perhaps include more of this in the Tour's itinerary.

Increase peoples awareness of the area and the issues associated with it. Incorporate physical activity in the Tour where appropriate.

Inform the participants of the schedule including mealtimes, etc. Also inform the participants of any excursions that are dependent on nature's timing, ie.

boating trips that need to be timed with the tides.

Participants walking to the pozo south of El Golfo and salt
mined from area adjacent to pozo.

Chance meeting with the Vicente Guerrero Ejido residents



Visual / Pictorial Survey
A visual /pictorial, Likert scale survey was developed to ascertain peoples experiential preferences given a set of visual images. Three different sequences

of photographs, each containing 4 photographs were shown. Sequence One was a grouping of 4 photographs; 3 implying an environmental experience and 1 a cultural
experience. Sequence Two was a grouping of 4 photographs; all 4 implying an environmental experience. Sequence Three was a grouping of 4 photographs; all four
implying a cultural experience. Photographs used in all three sequences were pictures taken during the field research phase.

The sample group was a random selection of people, NONE of whom participated in the pilot trips. The objective of this survey was to determine what
peoples inclinations/ preferences would be, IF they were to participate in an eco-tour.

Discussed below are: the mean average for each question; comments; analysis and design implications for each question. If you recall from Chapter 4, the
value of 5 indicates a strong AGREEMENT with the statement and a value of 1 indicates a strong DISAGREEMENT with the statement. A total of 17 responses were
acquired.
Sequence #1 :...is visually appealing.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.3 SD 0.7 Strong agreement.

...creates a desire to visit the areas shown.
The mean and SD for this question was: 3.9 SD 0.9 Strong agreement

...feels like it would be fun to participate in.
The mean average for this question was: 4.0 SD 0.9 Strong agreement

...feels like it would be lonely.
The mean and SD for this question was: 2.7 SD 1.1 Moderate agreement

...feels like it would be serene and meditative.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.4 SD 0.9 Strong agreement.

...feels like it would be a very unique experience.
The mean and SD for this question was: 3.6 SD 1.1 Strong agreement.

...feels like it would be culturally educational.
The mean and SD for this question was: 3.5 SD 1.0 Moderate agreement

...feels like it would be environmentally educational.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.4 SD 0.6 Strong agreement.



VISUAL SURVEY -
SEQUENCE #1
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Sequence #2
...is visually appealing.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.3 SD 0.7

...creates a desire to visit the areas shown.
The mean and SD for this question was: 3.8 SD 1.1

...feels like it would be fun to participate in.
The mean and SD for this question was: 3.6 SD 1.2

...feels like it would be lonely.
The mean and SD for this question was: 3.3 SD 1.0

...feels like it would be serene and meditative.
The mean and SD for this question was: 3.8 SD 1.1

...feels like it would be a very unique experience.
The mean and SD average for this question was: 3.8 SD 1.2

...feels like it would be culturally educational.
The mean and SD for this question was: 2.7 SD 1.0

...feels like it would be environmentally educational.
The mean and SD for this question was: 3.8 0.8
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SEQUENCE #2
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Sequence #3
...is visually appealing.
The mean and SD for this question was: 3.2 SD 0.9

...creates a desire to visit the areas shown.
The mean and SD for this question was: 3.6 SD 1.0

...feels like it would be fun to participate in.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.3 SD 1.0

...feels like it would be lonely.
The mean and SD for this question was: 1.7 SD 1.1

...feels like it would be serene and meditative.
The mean and SD for this question was: 2.4 SD 0.7

...feels like it would be a very unique experience.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.1 SD 1.1

...feels like it would be culturally educational.
The mean and SD for this question was: 4.3 SD 0.9

...feels like it would be environmentally educational.
The mean and SD for this question was: 3.3 SD 1.0
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VISUAL SURVEY -
SEQUENCE #3 



The respondents were asked to circle the Sequence number which was most appealing and to give a brief statement why.

Sequence #1 Seven of the 17 respondents circled Sequence #1 —41.2% of the respondents.
Why?
More visually appealing, serene
The scenery is beautiful and spectacular.
More diverse in ;the photos — better overall sense of what is being presented.
The photos evoke a lusher, more remote feeling. And it seems like it would offer a more unique experience.
The pictures chosen give the impression that the land has been untouched. It also reminds me of an are in Cape Cod, Mass that gives me a feeling of serenity and is
also untouched and not over-populated.
I think it has more of everyday — serenity, environment, culture and the food cooking and the birds flying give it a wild feeling.
It looks like a nice environment to visit with a little bit of interaction with the culture and its food.

Sequence #2 Five of the 17 respondents circled Sequence #2 — 29.4% of the respondents.
Why?
Pristine Environment
Nature connection as primary focus
Dolphins and person walking.
I prefer ocean scenery and activity. I like the idea of experience of aquatic mammals and a boat and the sunsets.
More diverse ecosystems to visit.

Sequence #3 Five of the 17 respondents circled Sequence #3 — 29.4% of the respondents.
Why?
People.
Interaction with people.
Sequence 1 & 2 could be anywhere. People make places worth visiting.
People. I would be very biased towards people. People = activities = fun.
Because of the people and the house.
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Analysis:
Sequence #1 was intended to imply an environmental and socio-cultural experience. The majority of the respondents chose this sequence for both of these

reasons, based on the associated comments. Sequence #2 was intended to imply just an environmental experience, the associated comments reflect this intention.
Sequence #3 was intended to imply primarily a socio-cultural experience, the associated comments of the respondents reflect this intention.

The result of the majority of the respondents, 41.2 (:)/0, selecting Sequence #1 indicates to this researcher that eco-tourists want BOTH a cultural and envi-
ronmental experience. This preference is reflected in the definition proposed by the Eco-tourism Society :

Eco-tourism: responsible travel that conserves the natural environs
and sustains the well -being of the local people.
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CHAPTER 6- RECOMMENDATIONS

Discussed below are two sets of recommendations for the establishment of an Eco-tourism program for the region of study. The first set of recommendations
concerns the Johnson Ejido Eco-tourism Committee. The second set of recommendations concerns outfitter guide services. The recommendations for both sets,
are based on the quantitative and qualitative results of this study. As stated previously, this researcher realizes the statistical insignificance of the quantitative
results due to the small sample sizes but feels these results are somewhat indicative, especially coupled with the comments and on-site observations. As dis-
cussed in Chapter 4 - Research Methods, in ethnography, reliability of the data is often low but the validity, due to extensive time in the field, is consistently high, as
is the case with this study.

The first set of recommendations discussed will be directed to the Johnson Ejido Eco-tourism Committee. This will discuss a phased Eco-tourism program
development, specifically for the Johnson Ejido and the Cienega de Santa Clara.

The second set of recommendations discussed will be directed to outfitter guides services considering Eco-tours to the Colorado River Delta and Upper Gulf
of California region. Two different itineraries for the "Spatial Journeys" Eco-tour will be presented, accompanied by comments from both pilot trip participants and
this researcher.

Following this, general comments and observations will be discussed based on the results of the:
• Socio-cultural Structured Interviews / Questionnaires of the:

1. Johnson Ejido Eco-tourism Committee
2. Residents of the Region

• Environmental Structured Interviews / Questionnaires
• Field observations

Eco-Tourism For The Johnson Ejido:
Phased Development Recommendations

The following recommendations are written for the people of the Johnson Ejido, as if, this researcher is speaking to them. This researcher anticipates the
translation and dispersal of the following section. Although, unconventional, this seems appropriate given the pro-active approach of this study.

As you may recall from Chapter 5 - Analysis and Design Implications, the design implications were based primarily on the qualitative method of "Structured
Interviews / Questionnaires - Johnson Ejido; and the comments received in both of the following surveys:"Johnson Ejido and Cienega de Santa Clara Survey" and
the "'Spatial Journeys' Tour Survey". The statistical results from the quantitative surveys are not reliable due to the small sample numbers, but are in consonance
with the qualitative results.

Below are the recommendations based on Chapter 5 - Analysis and Design Implications. (Again, please recall the following recommendations are written
"to" the Johnson Eco-tourism Committee members).
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PHASE I YEAR 1 &2
Environmental Recommendations
DEVELOP A "USE" PLAN

One of your concerns is the over-use of the Cienega. How can you prevent the negative impact to the Cienega?
1. The Biosphere Reserve's management guidelines regarding activities within the Core Zone allows for LOW impact tourism and scientific activities.

Work closely with the managers of the Field Station to help promote and enforce these guidelines.
2. Appoint a Johnson Ejido resident the responsibility of recording ANY use of the Cienega. Record: date of use, number of people in party and activi-

ties. Also monitor and record water quality and wildlife on a regular basis. This information will help the Biosphere Reserve manager sustain the well being of the
Cienega.

3. Limit access to the Cienega. Allow only Ejido residents and other locals into the Cienega without a guide. Any other parties should be accompanied
by a guide from the Johnson Ejido.

4. Interview any outfitter guide service that expresses an interest in bringing tours to the Cienega. Determine if they are sensitive and respectful to
BOTH the environment and your community. EXPECT any outfitter guide service to contribute to the improvement of site amenities during the initial development
phase. The potential user of your beautiful homeland should have a clear understanding of Eco-tourism and contribute to the conservation of your homeland and t
support the well-being of your culture.

TOURS ON THE CIENEGA
Your responses to the question of the number of tours occurring on the Cienega ranged from 4 tours to 8 tours per month. During Phase I, you could expect

2 - 3 tours per month. This figure is based on discussions with John Heiman reflecting his opinion of client interest regarding the tour. As interest builds, due to
marketing and "word of mouth", John anticipates the numbers of tours per month to increase.

Your response of tour groups being kept small to help minimize impact is very good. Work with the manager of the Biosphere Field Station to determine the
optimum number of people per group. The number of boats/ canoes and infrastructure determines group size. Currently, with the use of the one canoe, donated
by Dr. Ed Glenn the group size is limited to 3 - 4 people. With the additional use of Southwest Trekking's canoe, group sizes can increase to 7 -8 people. Your
vision of groups of 10 - 25 people seems high given the limited infrastructure and the boat restrictions.

Regarding the preference of canoe tours or motorized tours, most participants prefer the canoe tour. They enjoy the quiet and see more birds. If motorized
boat tours are requested, schedule the motorized and canoe tours at different times so that there are no conflicts of use. This will become very important if sports
fishing activities are promoted in the Cienega.

Socio-cultural Recommendations:
ENGLISH LESSONS

Your response to the question regarding your desire to be tour guides was a very strong "yes". This desire to be tour guides, coupled with the desire of Eco-
-tourists wanting locally guided tours in English, it is recommended that a strong effort be made to learn to speak English. This would provide a means of increas-
ing the revenues generated from Eco-tourism activities.



I recommend that you immediately initiate an "in-house" English training program for the Johnson Ejido residents who are interested in becoming tour
guides. By 'in-house", this researcher refers to an instructor that would live in the Ejido or at the Biosphere Station and would conduct daily lessons in English to
interested members of the Ejido. The idea of Ejido residents being sent to Hermosillo or Mexicali is good but the idea of an "in house" English training program is
preferable for the following reasons:

• The entire community could benefit from the 'in-house" lessons
• Following the departure of the English teacher, the responsibility of continuing to learn English would become the responsibility of the entire Eco-

tourism Committee, rather then just 1 or 2. You could all help each other learn and practice English.
• Current members of the Eco-tourism committee who have expressed and demonstrated a great desire to become a highly valued guide do not want to

leave the Ejido to go elsewhere for English lessons (i.e. Jose Juan Butron). Having an 'in-house" English program would eliminate this conflict.

This could be accomplished by the employment of a Mexican graduate student studying English or an American graduate student studying Spanish. Partial
funding for this could be obtained from the Upper Gulf of California and Colorado River Delta Biosphere Reserve. Southwest Trekking and myself have each
offered to donate $50 - $100 towards the English lessons.

INFORMATIONAL BROCHURES
Generate brochures that are bilingual and can be taken out into the field to aid in the identification of indigenous flora and fauna. These should be lami-

nated so that they are waterproof with one side in Spanish and the flip side in English.

Functional / Infrastructure Recommendations
EL CAMPO LAUNCH RAMP

Construct a ramp at the launch site at El Campo due to the slickness and mess of the existing mud. The use of pallets is recommended due to their avail-
ability.

OVERNIGHT WATER STRUCTURE
Construct an overnight sleeping structure located at the site of the old duck blind in the Cienega de Santa Clara. This site is good due to the views out into

the large, body of water, yet is "tucked away" into the cattails. Based on the surveys of the Johnson Ejido Eco-tourism Committee, the structure should be built out
of wood, cattails and palm fronds.

Based on the survey, the Eco-tourism committee expressed the preference to house visitors in the Ejido due to easier accessibility to the tourist. Partici-
pants of pilot trips, John Heiman, Dr. Frederickson and others in casual conversations have responded more favorably to the idea of an overnight sleeping struc-
ture in the Cienega de Santa Clara.

The manager of the Biosphere Reserve sees no conflict with a low impact structure being constructed out in the Cienega and the members of the
Ejido Eco-tourism Committee, when surveyed regarding the overnight water structure, said they would like it as long as it would not impact the birds or the environ-
ment.
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In the Florida Everglades, a national American wetland park, they have overnight sleeping structures built though out the wetland. They are ALWAYS
booked, very, very popular, so much so, that just this year they are going to build more of them and start charging people for their use.

Overnight sleeping structure in the Florida Everglades 

Based on the information gathered, it is recommended that the construction of the overnight
water structure occur in Phase I of the development program. Although this is in conflict with the
preferences of the Eco-tourism Committee but given the positive response of the idea by sur-
veyed participants and the case study of the Florida Everglades, the construction of the over-
night water structure would greatly enhance the marketability of an Eco-tourism program in the
Johnson Ejido and the Cienega de Santa Clara.

Partial funding for this could be obtained from the Upper Gulf of California and Colorado
River Delta Biosphere Reserve. Other sources of funding should be obtained from outfitter
guide services that use the natural resources of the area.

For example, Southwest Trekking has offered to donate time and limited resources to-
wards the construction the overnight water structure.

GARBAGE
Tourists who visited Mexico for the first time were moderately distracted from the natural beauty of your community due to the trash lying about. It is recom-

mended that a centralized waste disposal area be designated. The trash was not a problem to people who have visited Mexico before, but it seemed to bother the
people who have never been to Mexico before.

EL CAMPO PALAPA
Tourists who stayed at the palapa at El Campo liked the materials used for construction very much. They also remarked on the added comfort due to the

shade provided. Comments were made that wind breaks should be constructed due to the high winds, particularly in early spring. It is recommended that the
windbreaks be constructed out of similar materials as the palapa and that they be movable so that as the wind shifts, so can the windbreaks. The planting of trees
and shrubs could also be considered for windbreaks.

The comment made by Arturo regarding NO fires is very good. Fire pits can become unsightly and cutting trees down for campsite fires causes further

removal of vegetation. Also, it is my understanding that NO fires or hunting is allowed within the core zones of the Biosphere Reserve.
A shower area should be constructed and located to the south, southwest of the palapa tucked back against the dune area if possible. The shower area will

simply consist of a platform to stand on, screens and a pole to hang the "Sun Showers" on. (These would be supplied by the outfitter guide service.) Material used
for construction could be similar to the palapa and wind breaks.



HUMAN WASTE DISPOSAL
The results of the Johnson Ejido Eco-tourism Committee Survey, regarding the disposal of human waste at the El Campo site, all of you suggested the

construction of a latrine at the El Campo site. This researcher recommends that the latrine be located at least 50 - 70 meters feet away from the Cienega and to
the south, southwest of the existing palapa. The sand dunes in this area would provide some visual screening of the latrine.

During Phase I of the development, it is recommend that the disposal of human waste from the overnight water structure would be simply the collection of
the human waste into 5 gallon buckets with toilet seats attached to the tops. Removal of the wastes would entail sealing the 5 gallon bucket for transportation
purposes and then disposing of the wastes in a conventional outhouse facility as described above and located in the Ejido.

Economic Recommendations
INCOME GENERATED FROM TOURS, OVERNIGHT ACCOMADATIONS AND MEALS

The results from the Johnson Ejido Eco-tourism Committee Survey regarding the rates you would like to charge for various services were high compared to
prior discussions and past actual fees charged. John Heiman, Juan Butron and myself negotiated the fees for the following services based on the results of the
survey and prior fees charged during pilot trips. They are as follows: (amount is in American dollars)
• Two - three hour motorized tour of the Cienega: $20 /hour plus gas
• Non- motorized tour of the Cienega: $10/ guide / hour
• English speaking, Johnson Ejido resident guide of a non-motorized tour: $20 / guide! hour
• Overnight accommodations in the Ejido house: $ 7 - $8 per person per night
• Overnight accommodations in the Ejido house including a meal: $12 -$13 per person per night. A meal could consist of fish, chicken or beef tacos, soaps and

beans.
• Overnight accommodations in the overnight water structure: $ 10 per night per person.
• Meals delivered out to the overnight water structure: $8 per meal per person.
• Overnight camping at El Campo: $5 per person per night.
• Meals delivered out to the El Campo palapa: $6 - $7 per person per meal.

GENERATION OF FUNDS FOR PHASE Il
Establish a savings plan for the procurement of needed Eco-tourism amenities for Phase II. It is recommended that a small percentage of the money gener-

ated in Phase I be saved for the continued growth of the Eco-tourism program.
The identification and pursuit of funds available for eco-tourism activities should be immediately implemented. Assign as a sub-committee of the Eco-touris

ism Committee, a small group to pursue funding sources.

Do not become greedy and develop your homeland in such a way that the very thing that attracts Eco-tourism is ruined. Preserve your beautiful homelands
through low impact, sustainable development.
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ASSESSMENT OF THE ECO-TOURISM PROGRAM
At the end of each year, the Eco-tourism Committee, along with the manager of the Biosphere Reserve Station and any outfitter guides who have brought clients to
your homeland, should review the Eco-tourism program. Determine what worked, what did not work, how the environment has sustained the past years use and
develop strategies to improve the eco-tourism program.

Work with the Manager of the Biosphere Reserve to help determine the impact and the future carrying capacity of the Cienega. Also discuss how Eco-
tourism benefited the community or harmed the community. What changes need to be made to improve the Eco-tourism program for the community as well and the
environment. Meet with the guide services that have brought people to the Ejido and the Cienega and exchange ideas regarding ways to improve the Eco-tourism
program while conserving the natural amenities.

PHASE II: YEAR 3 -5
Phase ll - Environmental Recommendations
CIENEGA

With the assistance of the Biosphere Reserve Field Station, assess the impact of Eco-tourism on the Cienega paying close attention to the environmental
health of the Cienega.

FARMING
Investigate new irrigation / farming methods that will improve the productivity of your farmland and irrigation efficiency. Look into the planting of alternative

crops, such as halophytes. Fish farming may be a feasible alternative. Eco-tourism activities will most likely not generate incomes for everyone within the commu-
nity. Improved farming techniques and other alternative livelihoods need to be considered.

Phase II - Socio-cultural recommendations
DEVELOP A CULTURAL / ECO-TOURISM CENTER

Renovate the house located in the Ejido currently identified as the overnight accommodations for visiting tourists, for the purpose of a Cultural / Eco-tourism
Center.

The answers to the Johnson Ejido Eco-tourism Committee Questionnaire indicated your preference of the house in the Ejido as the designated tourist ac-
commodations. You stated you reasons being it's greater accessibility and that a shower and a relaxing atmosphere would be provided. This is all very true. But
upon asking the participants of pilot trips, John Heiman and Dr. Frederickson, and others during casual conversation the general concessus is that a overnight
accommodation structure located out in the Cienega would be VERY attractive to Eco-tourists. (See below for further discussion).

The house located in the Ejido could be used for presentations, display of educational materials and the sale of locally crafted arts, T-shirts, hats, etc. It
could also serve as a gathering center for the community. This would work well in combination as an Eco-tourism Center. The participants of the pilot trips ex-
pressed a very strong desire to interact with you and your families. They found you to be "very, very friendly," ..."peaceful and mature individuals who really know
how to enjoy life and how to treat visitors". (I totally agree!)



ENGLISH LESSONS
Continue with the "in-house" English lessons.

SCHOOLS AND MEDICAL SERVICES
While visiting the Delta region in early February 1997, I had the wonderful opportunity to talk with Juan Butron regarding the use of moneys generated from

Eco-tourism activities. Senor Butron expressed to me the need to improve the existing school facility and medical services and that money generated from Eco-
tourism activities would possibly be used for the needed improvements.

During Phase II -Years 3 - 5, it is recommended that plans be made for the needed improvements. Priorities should be established; objectives set and
means to obtain the objectives identified.

Phase II - Functional / Infrastructure Recommendations
VISITOR ACCOMMODATIONS

The Eco-tourism Committee AND the any ouffitter guides who have brought clients to your homeland should asses the condition of the overnight water
structure and the palapa. Make any repairs necessary with the assistance of the ouffitter guides.

EL CAMPO PALAPA
Consider improving the shower facilities at the Campsite.

OVERNIGHT WATER STRUCTURE
The Eco-tourism Committee, in conjunction with any outfitter guides who have brought clients to your homeland should assess the popularity of the over-

night water structure. If this accommodation is popular, and if there is a demand, consider the construction of another water structure and consider the addition of

a shower facility.

HUMAN WASTE DISPOSAL
Consider the purchase of a solar composting toilet for use on the overnight water structure.

Economic Recommendations
PROCUREMENT OF AN ADDITIONAL CANOE

Use funds generated in Phase I for the purchase of a canoe. A used canoe is fine, but be sure that it is built well to withstand the transporting to and from
the Cienega.
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EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS AND ACTIVITIES
Continue developing educational information regarding the Cienega. Have papers that are only printed in Spanish, translated into English and vice versa.

Place these the Cultural / Eco-tourism Center.

ASSESSMENT OF THE ECO-TOURISM PROGRAM
At the end of each year review the Eco-tourism program, determining what worked, what did not work, how the environment is sustaining the past years use.

Work with the Manager of the Biosphere Reserve to help determine the impact and the future carrying capacity of the Cienega. Also discuss how Eco-tourism
benefited the community or harmed the community. What changes need to be made to improve the Eco-tourism program for the community as well and the envi-
ronment. Meet with the guide services that have brought people to the Ejido and the Cienega and exchange ideas regarding ways to improve the Eco-tourism
program.

GENERATION OF FUNDS FOR PHASE Ill
Continue the savings plan for the procurement of needed Eco-tourism amenities for Phase Ill
It is recommended that a small percentage of the money generated in Phase II be saved for the continued growth of the Eco-tourism program.
It is also recommended that a fund be established at the beginning of Phase II, for the purchase of identified needed community improvements.
It is recommended that a fund be established for the purchase of new farm equipment and more efficient irrigation methods.
Continue pursuing funding sources.

PHASE III: YEAR 6 -10
Phase Ill - Environmental Recommendations
CIENEGA

With the assistance of the Biosphere Reserve Field Station, assess the impact of Eco-tourism on the Cienega.

FARMING IMPROVMENTS
Implement the new irrigation / farming methods that will improve the productivity of your farmland.

Phase Ill - Functional / Infrastructure Recommendations
HUMAN WASTE DISPOSAL

Consider the upgrade of the latrines to solar composting toilets. .

Phase III - Socio-cultural Recommendations
SCHOOL AND MEDICAL SERVICES



Implement the plans for the identified community improvements.

Phase III - Economic Recommendations
GENERATION OF FUNDS FOR THE FUTURE

Continue the savings plan for the procurement of needed Eco-tourism amenities for the future. It is recommended that a small percentage of the money
generated in Phase III be saved for the continued growth of the Eco-tourism program.

It is recommended that a small percentage of the money generated in Phase Ill be saved for the continued growth of the Eco-tourism program, the continued
improvement of community needs and the continued improvement of farming techniques.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO OUTFITTER GUIDES
The following recommendations are based on the field research, (Chapter 4 - Research Methods), discussions with peers (students, professors,

professionals,) and pilot trip participant surveys. Although the statistical results from the quantitative surveys are not reliable due to the small sample numbers,
the comments associated with each question have provided insightful information regarding "Spatial Journeys".

The recommendations to outfitter guides will begin with a discussion of the proposed "Spatial Journeys" itinerary and close with general recommendations
and comments.

"Spatial Journeys" Itineraries
As you may recall, from Chapter 5 - Analysis and Design Implications, the preliminary trip itinerary was as follows:

Day 1	 7:30am	 Presentation during breakfast: pre-trip orientation
9:00am	 Depart Tucson
2:00pm	 Arrive Johnson Ejido
3:00pm	 Tour the Cienega de Santa Clara during sunset

7:00pm	 Dinner served by the Johnson Ejido
9:00pm	 Retire for the evening

Day 2	 7:30am	 Breakfast prepared by the Ejido
8:30am	 Linkage to Delta (Bikes and / or car)
10:00am	 Meet Martin and his boat. NOTE: this timing will vary considerably due the tide. The Delta is best traveled around the high tide. Tour

Montague and Pelican Islands, have lunch on one of the islands or on the Baja side of the Delta. Travel south to El Golfo de Santa Clara.
4:00pm	 Arrive in El Golfo de Santa Clara. Walk to the hotel and clean up.
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6:00pm	 Dinner at Martin and Selma's
9:00pm	 Retire for the evening.

Day 3	 8:00am	 Breakfast
9:00am	 Presentation by Jose Campoy at the Biosphere Reserve Field Station.
10:30am	 Traveled to the beaches and pozos to the south of El Golfo. Have lunch on the beach, swim, snorkel, sunbathe, etc. NOTE: The timing

to visit this area will depend on the time of low tide.
3:00pm	 Return to El Golfo. Shop, relax, visit with townspeople.
6:00pm	 Dinner at Martin's or somewhere else??
9:00pm	 Retire for the evening.

Day 4	 8:00am	 Breakfast
9:00am	 Leave for Puerto Penasco and / or Pinacate Biosphere Reserve
11:00am	 Arrive Pinacate. Have lunch and hike to El Elegante Crater.
4:00pm	 Return to Tucson or camp out in the Pinacate Reserve.

Day 5	 8:00am	 Breakfast
9:00am	 More hiking in the Pinacate Reserve or return to Tucson.

Discussed below are 2 options for the "Spatial Journeys" itinerary based on field research, informal discussions with local scientists, fisherman
and farmers, and the pilot trip surveys.

"Spatial Journeys" Itinerary 1
"Spatial Journeys" Itinerary 1 has been designed with a linear route of travel, moving through the landscape of the area of study starting from the

north and travelling south. Each night would be spent in a different location. Metaphorically, Itinerary lrepresents the flow of a particle of water being carried in
the Colorado River, to the Delta, into the Gulf and down the coast. This itinerary was also designed to impart to the participants, the importance and the intimacy
that the people of this region share with the Delta and the waters of the Gulf.

Evening prior to Departure — Presentation of the Environmental, socio-cultural and political aspects of "Spatial Journeys".

Day 1
10:00am	 Depart Tucson
4:00pm	 Arrive at border crossing - Algodones. Walk around, shop, allow trip participants to "ease into" Mexico. Spend the night in Algodones

or San Luis
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• This is a departure from the preliminary itinerary proposed. This was in response to comments of participants of pilot trips. "Long rides, no time to stretch my
legs, not enough time spent with locals." Also with the addition of this stop, it will hopefully acclimate any first time visitors into the Mexican culture.

Day 2
9am
	

Depart for the Johnson Ejido
10 am
	

Arrive at the Johnson Ejido. Visit the Eco- tourism / Cultural Center for a presentation by the Ejido Eco-tourism Committee.

• This presentation is very important given the responses of pilot trip participants (Statement: the flora of the Cienega is interesting. Response: Within the
context of the history and future of the Cienega. Statement: I am concerned about the environmental health of the Gulf. Response: Thanks to this tour
(Spatial Journeys).
It became evident to this researcher that the greater the understanding of the past, current and future issues surrounding the Cienega, the greater apprecia-
tion for the area.

12 am	 Lunch will be provided by the Johnson Ejido and served to the visitors at the Eco-tourism/Cultural Center. During Phase I, the Center
will not be renovated as of yet. The palapa/garden area in the back of the designated Center house is a very nice spot for lunch and conversation.

• This is a departure from the preliminary itinerary. This was in response to "not enough time in the Johnson Ejido with the people, more time needed,
would like to learn more about the structure and workings of the Ejido." This also increases the involvement of the locals.

lpm	 Bike out to El Campo
• This is a departure from the preliminary itinerary. This was in response to a comment made about the need to exercise prior to sitting in the canoes.

3pm	 Tour the Cienega de Santa Clara in canoes and arrive at the overnight sleeping structure during sunset

7:00pm	 Dinner served by the Johnson Ejido
• This is a departure from the preliminary itinerary. This was in response to the desire of the residents to provide meals.

9:00pm	 Retire for the evening
Day 3

5:00am	 Sunrise canoe tour out into the Cienega
7:30AM	 Breakfast prepared by the Ejido and served at the El Campo campsite. The breakfast menu should be supplemented with fresh fruit,

provided by the guide service.
• The supplemental food is in response to comments made regarding the importance of good food. "meals should be gourmet and memorable". The

food provided by the local people tends to be primarily carbohydrates and protein. This should be supplemented with FRESH, seasonal fruit and
vegetables purchased in America.



• Departure from preliminary itinerary in that the breakfast will be served at El Camo campsite rather then the overnight water structure. This will
facilitate the departure for the Delta.

8:30AM	 Linkage to Delta (Bikes and / or car) Leave vehicle(s) with the designated driver of the Ejido. He / she will shuttle the vehicles to El
Golfo.

• This arrangement provides a logistic solution to the outfitter guide as, well as an other opportunity for the involvement of the local people.

1 0:00am	 Meet Martin and his boat. NOTE: this timing will vary considerably due the tide. The Delta is best traveled around the high tide. The
following gear should be included:

• Life jackets
• 2-way radios
• Rain ponchos
• Sunscreen
• Binoculars
• Hats

Tour Montague and Pelican Islands, have lunch on one of the islands or on the Baja side of the Delta. During nesting season, do not allow foot traffic
onto Montague Island.

• Not allowing foot traffic on Montague Island during nesting season is due to the fact that the Island is literally covered with nests and baby birds. Even if
participants are etremely careful, the presence of humans on the island causes the parents to fly off, leaving the newborn babies to be scorched in the sun.

Travel south to El Golfo de Santa Clara.

4:00pm	 Arrive in El Golfo de Santa Clara via the water.
6:00pm	 Dinner at Martin and Selma's

9:00pm	 Retire for the evening at the Biosphere Field Station. Camp out on the surrounding dune area or sleep inside the Reserve, in the
guest quarter's room. Need to supply flashlights.
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• This is a departure from the preliminary itinerary, which provided equal weight to staying at the Nuevo Motel Del Golfo or the Station. The Station is the

preferred option based on comments of participants that "beach camping was great", "I think it is the best way to stay here" and based on this researchers

experience of the Nuevo Motel rooms being smelly and very little water pressure, resulting in drizzly showers. Of course, the Motel is always an

available option. Also the experience of the Field Station is a more unique experience and showers and bathroom facilities are available. The Manager has

allowed the pilot trips free access to the Station. Future use should be anticipated with overnight and use fees included.
Day 4

8:00am	 Breakfast provided at the Field Station by residents from El Golfo.

• The incorporation of breakfast being provided by El Golfo residents is in response to the desire of the participants' interaction with locals and the desire of

the locals to be involved in as many aspects as possible.

9:00am	 Presentation by Jose Campoy at the Biosphere Reserve Field Station.

11am	 Travel to the beaches and pozos to the south of El Golfo via Martin's panga, or 4-wheel drive vehicles. Tour La Salina salt flat and the

pozos with guides from the Vicente Guerrero Ejido. Lunch provided by residents of this Ejido. Spend the rest of the afternoon on the

beach, exploring, relaxing.

Camp out on the beach. Dinner provided by Southwest Trekking or the Vicente Guerrero Ejido.

• The addition of the idea of traveling to the beaches and pozos via Martin's panga is in response to this researcher's goal of including the involvement of the

locals as much as possible. Also this is in keeping with the overall design concept of Itinerary 1 — the journey of a particle of water to impart to the trip par-

ticipants the importance and intimacy that the people of this region share with the waters of the Gulf.

• The addition of the guides and providers of meals from the Vicente Guerrero Ejido occurred on the last field trip. Further development is needed.

Day 5	
8:00am	 Breakfast on the beach provided by Southwest Trekking or the Vicente Guerrero Ejido. If supplied by the Ejido, the supplementation of

fresh fruits is recommended.

10:00am	 Return to El Golfo de Santa Clara via Martin's panga.

12:00am	 Lunch in El Golfo and then leave for the Pinacate
Biosphere Reserve.

4:00pm	 Arrive at the Pinacate Biosphere Reserve, hike to El Elegante Crater. Return to Tucson or camp out in the Pinacate Reserve, depend

ing on the desires of the participants. .



Day 6
8:00am	 Breakfast provided by Southwest Trekking.

9:00am	 More hiking in the Pinacate Reserve or return to Tucson.

Spatial Journeys" Itinerary 2
"Spatial Journeys" Itinerary 2 has been designed with the establishment of a home base and day trips emanating from the home base. With the exception of the

first night, the remaining nights would be spent in the El Golfo de Santa Clara area either at the Biosphere Reserve Station or at the Nuevo Motel del Golfo, depending
on the desires of the participants.

This itinerary was designed in response to comments from pilot trip participants. Comments were made that moving camp each day was tiresome and provided
no sense of place, "need a luxurious base camp and then conduct 1/2 day trips".

The alternative proposed by Itinerary 2, as suggested by pilot trip participants would perhaps be appropriate for those who desire a more relaxing trip and would
provide the guests with the option of not participating in the scheduled day activities. This researcher does not agree with this line of thinking. More often the not,
people will opt to remove themselves from activities that are foreign to them and therefore miss out on activities that they would ultimately enjoy. Also, the pilot trips
were not an accurate representation of the proposed "Spatial Journeys" Itinerary. On all accounts of the pilot trips, Days 1 and 2 were scheduled into one day in order
to accommodate the scheduling needs of the participants. This resulted in the participants' feelings of "no down time".

The Itinerary 2, presented below would need further investigation through the use of pilot trips for refinement.

Evening prior to Departure — Presentation of the environmental, socio-cultural and political aspects of "Spatial Journeys".

Day 1	 Depart Tucson and drive directly to the Biosphere Reserve Field Station. Set up base camp. Orientation and presentation by The Field Station's man-

ager. Visit El Golfo, swim relax on the beach and dine at Martin's. Retire to base camp.

Day 2	 Tour the Johnson Ejido and the Cienega de Santa Clara. Linkage by land to and from the Ejido. Lunch, presentation and guides provided by the

residents. Return to El Golfo for a late afternoon swim and relaxation. Dinner and retire to base camp.

Day 3	 Tour the Delta Islands in the morning via Martin's panga. Return to El Golfo for a late afternoon swim and relaxation. Dinner and retire to base camp.

Day 4	 Tour the beaches and pozos to the south via Martin's panga or 4-wheel drive. Relax on the beaches. Lunch provided by the Vicente Guerrero Ejido.

Late afternoon return to base camp or return to Tucson.

Day 5	 Travel to the Pinacate Reserve. Day hikes or overnight camping. Return to Tucson.
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GENERAL COMMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS TO OUTFITTER GUIDES
Discussed below are general comments and observations based on the results of the:
• Socio-cultural Structured Interviews / Questionnaires
• Environmental Structured Interviews / Questionnaires
• Field observations

Comments and Observations:

• Both the Locals of the region and scientists conducting research within the region are very excited about the prospects of Eco-tourism.
An outfitter guide service should involve the locals in as many aspects of an Eco-tourism program as possible. This includes not only service-oriented jobs but also in
the planning, development, implementation and re-assessment phases. Without this, an eco-tourism program will most likely fail.

Involve the locals.

• Scientists and others are concerned about the carrying capacities of the region. A concern was expressed regarding the threats of Eco-tourism overuse due to
excessive numbers of people. Carrying capacities will need to be determined by the managers of the Biosphere Reserve.
An outfitter guide should be in contact with the scientists conducting research within the area, keeping up to date with the latest developments. The establishment of a
successful Eco-tourism program will help support the efforts of environmental restoration and preservation.

Preservation through tourism.

• The residents seem to be truly committed to the preservation of their natural resources, both for the health of the environment itself but also because the envi-
ronment is their children's heritage.
An outfitter guide service should be careful so not to take advantage of this. Do not over use the available natural resources; be respectful and sensitive to the culture.
Take to heart the Eco-tourism Society's definition of;

Eco-tourism: responsible travel that conserves the natural environs and sustains the well being of the local people.

• The residents of the region do not want "wicked guys, no bad guys" brought into the area.
An outfitter guide should be careful with the types of people he / she brings. Educate the participants about the cultures, history and environment of the areas to
be visited. Include details such as appropriate clothing, teach the participants simple greetings, etc.
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Respect the culture.

• The residents need financial help for Eco-tourism amenities.
An outfitter guide service should be willing to assist them with the procurement of the needed amenities. As the program develops, the outfitter guide should be willing
and available to help with the assessment of the Eco-tourism program, always remaining sensitive to the needs of both the local people and the environment.

Invest (time, materials, and /or money) into the establishment of an
Eco-tourism program by establishing a close working relationship with the Ejido.

• The residents and scientists think the following activities would be possible options for the expansion of Eco-tourism programs: sports fishing, sea kayaking, and
birding. This researcher would like to see a "sister" eco-tourism program to "Spatial Journeys" be developed on the upper east coast of the Baja. With a similar
approach as used in this study, the Cocopah Indians, the Rio Hardy wetlands and other countless point s of interest could be incorporated. This would dovetail in
with "Spatial Journeys" to the extent of water crossings and explorations on both coastal areas of the Upper Gulf of California.

An outfitter guide should develop these with sensitivity, care and involvement.

Tread lightly.

CLOSING REMARKS
The design of "Spatial Journeys' — Eco-tourism in the Colorado River Delta and the Upper Gulf of California required: extensive field work; involvement of both

American and Mexican scientists, local farmers and fisherman, an outfitter guide service, professors and pilot trip participants. The design phase is complete.
The next phase - Implementation - requires money for the establishment of Eco-tourism amenities and marketing to generate interest in the participation of

"Spatial Journeys" Eco-tour. Sources of funding need to be identified. A strong marketing effort needs to be put into operation. The dissemination of information will
greatly aid in both of these endeavors.

The experience of this researcher regarding the dissemination of information regarding "Spatial Journey" Eco-tours is:
1. People have no idea that the Cienega de Santa Clara exists
2. People are unaware of the fact that the Colorado River no longer reaches the Gulf and the impacts caused by this.
3. People are completely unknowledgeable of the status of the Yuma Desalting Plant and the intentions of the Bureau of Reclamation.



4. People are unaware of the beauty and the uniqueness of the area of study.

To promote the dissemination of information, this researcher has accomplished the following:

The creation of display boards: Eco-Tourism: A Viable Alternative for the Colorado River Delta and the Upper Gulf of California Region, which was part of an
exhibit about the Colorado River Delta. This exhibit spent 3 months at the Mexicali University Museum,and then traveled to various border town museums, the San
Diego Museum of Natural History and other USA museums for approximately 2 years. The exhibit is now on permanent display at the Mexicali University Museum.

The creation of a 45 minute presentation, discussing the research and results of this thesis, Eco-tourism in the Colorado River Delta and the Upper Gulf of
California. The presentation is comprised of slides, display boards, verbal explanations. These materials have been used for presentations to tourism agencies,
general public meetings and environmental activist groups. These materials are available to whoever would be interested in promoting this eco-tourism program.

It is recommend that scientists, environmentalists, outfitter guide services and other interested parties, both American and Mexican, pursue any opportunities to
inform people about the environmental, socio-cultural, economic and political issues affiliated with the Colorado River Delta and Upper Golf of California Region.
Present to environmental groups, University ecology and natural science classes, Audubon Society, Nature Conservancy, groups involved in environmental studies,
etc.

Once people become informed, they become interested and concerned regarding the environmental and socio-cultural aspects of the region. Some will then
choose to visit the area as an eco-tourist, thus providing the people of the region with an alternative / supplemental means of livelihood. A well-managed Eco-tourism
program will provide a means for restoring / preserving the environment as well as providing an alternative / supplemental source of income to the local people.
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APPENDIX

SUMMATION OF FIELD NOTES

November 2, 1996
Traveled to area with Jacqueline Garcia, A Master student studying the water quality of the Cienega de Santa Clara.

Observation of crops growing in the Wellton-Mohawk Irrigation District, the fields surrounding Yuma and south of San Luis:
jojoba, date palms.
First visit to the Cienega de Santa Clara via a motorized boat with tour guide Bernabe Rico, a resident of the Johnson Ejido.
of the wetland. Saw thousands of water fowl including; ducks, coots, herons, egrets, ospreys and Canadian geese. Visited
M.O. D. E.

lettuce, broccoli, cabbage, citrus, grapes,

Impressed by the tranquillity and beauty
the discharge point of the Wellton-Mohawk

November 23 & 24, 1996
Traveled to area with the Wetlands Ecology Class taught by Dr. Ed Glenn and Kevin Fitzsimmons. Met residents of the Johnson Ejido, in particular Juan Butron,

a representative of the Eco-tourism committee already established by the Johnson Ejido. He showed me the house that the Eco-tourism committee would like to use as
overnight accommodations for tourists to the Johnson Ejido and the Cienega de Santa Clara. They need money to purchase the house. Toured the Cienega de Santa
Clara. Observed many of the same bird species as above.

Visited the Biosphere Reserve Field Station and El Golfo de Santa Clara. Met Jose, Campoy, biologist of the Colorado River Delta and the Upper Golfo of
California Biosphere Reserve. Camped out on the beach, south of El Golfo. Impressed with the diversity of the area. Handed out a questionnaire to the students - 8
responded. Issue of motorized versus non-motorized tours in the Cienega de Santa Clara was discussed. Found out mosquitoes can be a problem in the summer but
sports fishing in the Cienega and in the Gulf of California is good in the summer. Riito Drain is a secondary water source to the Cienega de Santa Clara.

January 8 & 9, 1997
Catch and release fishing is allowed. Bird watching/overnight sleeping platforms could be built on the Cienega. Toured the Cienega de Santa Clara late after-

noon
Met with Martin Pescador, a resident of El Golfo de Santa Clara. Had dinner at his house outside by the waters of the Gulf of California. Wonderful time talking

with Juan Butron, Martin and Jose, Campoy. Discussed costs of tours in the Cienega and the islands of the Delta; Montague and Pelican. Was informed that most
American maps have these islands mis-named. Pelican Island is often incorrectly named Gore Island. Gore Island is actually a part of Montague island that emerges
at low tide, Pelican Island is an island separate unto itself, located southeast of Montague Island .

Camped out on the beach just south of El Capitan. Harassed by the Federales, caught one of them trying to break into the vehicle.
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February 1 & 2, 1997
Traveled to area of study. At the Cienega launch site, a palapa was under construction. Discussion with Jose, Campoy and members of the Johnson Ejido Eco-

tourism Committee regarding the construction of a pier like structure being built to improve the conditions of getting in and out of boats. Wooden pallets are available
to the Ejido at no cost. Spoke to Juan Butron regarding how the entire Ejido will benefit from Eco-tourism. Discussed how to prevent the scenario where the money
generated from the Eco-tourism program benefits only the participants rather then the community as a whole. Senor Butron's response was that some profit would go
the Ejido as a whole to improve the road leading into the Ejido, clean up the trash in the Ejido and perhaps create a centralized dump area, improve the existing school
facilities. As it stands now the school which is grade 1 - 6 needs new windows, locks, doors, books, etc.

Toured the Cienega again, saw an old duck blind. Visited Martin in El Golfo de Santa Clara. He took us on a tour of Montague Island and the upper inlets of
the Colorado Delta. Very beautiful. Saw thousands of pelicans, skimmers, seagulls, cormorants, grebes, herons and egrets and 3 different schools of dolphins. Won-
derful morning. Trip into the Delta inlet was timed with the high tides. Climbed up the lighthouse located on Montague Island — great bird's eye view of the region.
Salt grass, Disticilis palmeri, as a naturally occurring monostand of vegetation. This grass has been historically used as a grain source by the Cocopah Indians. This
Island has NO introduced species of flora or fauna on it. Incredible trip. Had dinner at Martin's. Met his wife, Salma. They told us about other areas of interest to the
south of El Golfo de Santa Clara — the pristine beaches, salt flats and pozos. Driving back to Tucson, John and I discussed various trip itineraries.

February 16, 1997
Traveled to the Johnson Ejido and El Golfo de Santa Clara in order to finalize plans for the EDF and LA Times reporters' visit next week. Delivered Dr. Ed

Glenn's canoe which he donated to the Ejido.

February 23, 24 & 25, 1997
First pilot trip with the following participants: Chelsea Congdon, Environmental Defense Fund - Senior Resource Analyst; Daniel F. Luecke, Environmental De-

fense Fund - Senior Scientist; Frank Gifford, Los Angeles Times Staff Reporter; Perry Riddle, Los Angeles Times Staff Photographer; Dr. Carlos Valdes Casillas, Direc-
tor of the Department of Graduate and Research Division, Instituto Technologico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey; Ing. Alberto Oriza Barrios, Coordinator of
Biographic Information Systems, Instituto Technologico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey; Dr. Ed Glenn, Plant Scientist, Environmental Research laboratory,
University of
Arizona; Jose Campoy, Biosphere Reserve Manager and Biologist, IMADES (Instituto de Medio Ambients y del Desarrollo Sustentable del Estado de Sonora); John
Heiman, owner of Southwest Trekking.

Due to the schedule of the participants, only one day was available to tour the Cienega de Santa Clara and the Delta. John and I traveled to the area the day
prior to the tour date. On the trip, we by chance found an alternative border crossing, Algodones. Much more quaint and waiting lines at the border returning into USA
were much shorter then in San Luis. Arrived at the Johnson Ejido and spoke with Juan Butron. He was very excited about the upcoming tour. Peggy Turk of CEDO (
Center for the Studies of Deserts and Oceans was also going to have a group of her students touring the Cienega the following day, the day for the EDF and LA times
tour. Big day for the Ejido!! Noticed while visiting the Ejido that the trash had been picked up and the boats were spotless.



Monday, February 24th, was very windy and cold. The canoes and kayaks looked great out on the Cienega. Several young people of the Johnson Ejido, Jose Juan,
Salina and Felicia, who want to be guides, were friendly but have no English speaking skills. Peggy Turk of CEDO was the interpreter while out on the Cienega. The
boat trip in the Delta from the upper region south to El Golfo was cold and wet due to the wind and rough seas. There was very little time to enjoy a leisurely lunch on
Montague Island. We did not arrive in El Golfo until closer to 5:00 PM due to difficulty finding Martin at the delta linkage point, the rough waters and helping two
stranded fisherman on Pelican Island who had lost their boat. Martin decided to pick them up, but with great hesitation due to the drug trafficking that occurs in this
area and not knowing what their situation was until we had picked them up.

Surveyed all participants with quantitative, Likert scale surveys.

April 26 & 27, 1997
Traveled to area of study with Jim Loveland. Presented entire tour concept to the Johnson Ejido Eco-tourism committee. Discussed issues yet to be resolved.

Handed out the structured interview/ questionnaire for them to fill out.
Traveled to El Golfo de Santa Clara, ate at Martin and Salma's. While visiting with them, saw "pejereys", a sardine-like fish coming to shore to spawn. Seem-

ingly, the entire town came to the beach and harvested them, catching by hand and stuffing them into coolers, buckets and pant pockets.

May 15 & 16, 1997
Traveled to area of study. Toured the Cienega. Had dinner at Martin and Salma's. Slept out in the dune area located by the Biosphere Reserve Field Station.

Saw numerous shooting stars.
Traveled down the beaches, south of El Golfo with Martin and Salma's and their two teenage boys, Saul and Martin. Toured the salt flats, Salina where salt is

harvested, the pozos, and lighthouse located by Adair Bay. Saw numerous fossils in beach cliffs, hundreds of shore birds and sea shells.

June 15 & 16, 1997
Traveled to area of study with John Heiman and his two daughters, Nichole (15 years old) and Amanda (13 years old). Picked up the questionnaires for the

Johnson Ejido Eco-tourism committee. Toured the Cienega de Santa Clara.
Traveled to El Golfo de Santa Clara, went for a swim in the Gulf. Ate dinner with Martin, Jose, Marta and their son Jose Jr. Stayed in the Nuevo Motel del Golfo

for the first time.
Traveled to Montague Island with Martin in his boat. Egrets, skimmers seagulls, terns and herons were nesting literally everywhere on the ground, above the

high tide line. Walked out on the island for a closer view, being careful not to step on the eggs and newborns. This action alone caused the parents to fly off leaving
the newborns exposed to the searing sun. In an effort to photograph a newborn, I moved my left foot without first looking and stepped on a baby skimmer. It died.
Needless to say I felt awful.
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July 4 & 5, 1997
Traveled to the area of study with a group of 5 American adults. Evening prior to leaving, presented information regarding the tour via boards and slides. En-

tered Mexico through Algodones, visited the Johnson Ejido and toured the Cienega de Santa Clara, ate dinner at Martin and Salma's, visited the beaches to the south
of El Golfo and Salina and the pozos. Exited Mexico through Algodones with the intention doing a little shopping but stores were closed due to following election day.

Upon leaving the Johnson Ejido, saw a Yuma Clapper Rail (Rallus longirostris yumanensis) on the dirt road at the point where the Riito Drain crosses.
Handed out the Likert scale surveys for the participants to fill out. Handed out questionnaires to environmental scientists working in the area as well as locals

which have been involved with the establishment of this Eco-tourism program.
Camped out at the Biosphere Reserve Field Station. Again, saw numerous shooting stars. The next morning, made coffee in the Station's kitchen.

At La Salina, met 5 members of the Ejido Vicente Guerrero. This Ejido is associated with La Salina. They were very interested in the possibilities of Eco-tourism,
spoke with Jose Campoy (he was with us on the trip to the south beaches) about the possibility of building shade structures along the top of the dunes as facilities for
Eco-tourists. Discussed with them the possibility of guides into La Salina and providing lunch to the participants. Martin seemed a little put off by this idea, he prob-
ably was hoping to do this himself.



List of Flora and Fauna Found in the Cienega de Santa Clara

The dominant vegetation found along the M.O.D.E. as follows (Ingraldi, 1993):
Creosotebush - Larrea tridentata
White bursage - Franseria dumosa
Saltbush - Atriplex polycarpa
Cattail - Typha domingensis

The discharge area of the Wel !ton-Mohawk M.O.D.E. is marked by a delta formed by siltation causing restricted water flow. The restricted water has "flowed
back along the sides of the canal" (Glenn et al, 1992) and has created an area which provides habitat for the following halophytic species (Glenn et al,
1992):
Iodine bush - Allenrolfea occidentalis
Salt bushes -Atriplex lentiformis, A.canescens
Salt grass - Disitichlis spicata
Alkai heliotrope - Heliotropium curassavicum
Mexican sprangletop - Leptochloa uninervia
Arroweed - Pluchea sericea
Rabbitfood grass - Polypogon monspeliensis
Screwbean - Prosopis pubescens
Canaigre - Rumex dendatus subsp. Klotzschianus
Salt-marsh bulrush - Scirpus maritimus
Purslane - Sesuvium verrucosum
Saltcedar - Tamarix australis

The fish found in this discharge area adjacent to the terminus of the M.O.D.E. , as sampled by Hendrickson and Varela (1989) area is as follows (Zengel &
Glenn, 1996):
Sailfin Molly - Poecilia latipinna
Red shiner - Cyprinefia lutrensis
Tilapia - Tilapia sp
Desert pupfish - Cyprinodon macularius
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The birds found in the area adjacent to and within the terminus of the M.O.D.E., as sampled by the Arizona Game and Fish Department in 1993 are as fol-
lows:
Double-crested Cormorant - Phalacrocorax auritus
Snowy Egret - Egretta thula
American Coot - Fulica americana
Cattle Egret - Bubulcus ibis
Forster's Tern - Sterna forsteri
Green-backed Heron - Butorides striatus
Great Blue Heron - Ardea herodias
White-faced Ibis - Plegadis chihi
Great Egret - Casmerodius albus
Belted Kingfisher - Cetyie alcyon

Cattail Marsh
The northern third of the Cienega (4000 - 6000 hectares) is a mixture of narrow water channels created by dense cattail growths opening into large areas of open water
surface. José Campoy, (Biosphere Reserve Manager and Biologist), on June 16, 1997 stated that these particular cattails may be slightly more salt tolerant then most
Typa domingensis due to the historical mixing of salt water flowing up the inlet of the Santa Clara Slough and mixing with the Riito Drain waters. This may have cre-
ated an envirnment in which the cattails specific to this area have adpated mechanisms that enable them to tolerate higher levels of salinity.

The vegetation found in the cattail marsh area is as follows (Glenn et al, 1992):
Cattail - Typha domingensis
Reed - Phragmites australis
Bulrush - Scripus americanus
Spiny naja - Naja marina



The fish found in the cattail dominated area are as follows (Zengel & Glenn, 1996):
Desert Pupfish (native) - Cyprinodon macularius
Striped mullet (native) - Mugi cephalus
Mosquito fish - Gambusia affinis
Mozambique tilapia - Tilapia mossambia
Common carp - Cyprinus carpi°
Largemouth bass - Micro pterus salmoides
Bluegill - Lepomis macrochirus
Warmouth - Lepomis gulosis
Channel catfish - lctalurus punctatus

The birds found in the area of the cattail marsh, as sampled by the ArizonaGame and Fish Department in 1993 are as follows:
Western grebe - Aechmophorus occidentalis
American White Pelican - Pelecanus elythrorhynchos
Pied-billed Grebe - Podilymbus podiceps
Brown Pelican - Pelecanus occidentalis
Double-crested Cormorant - Phalacrocorax auritus
Western Gull - Larus occidentalis
American Coot - Fulica americana
California Gull - Larus califomicus
Common Moorhead - Gallinula chloropus
Forster's Tern - Sterna fosteri
Caspian Tern - Sterna caspia
Black-necked Stilt - Himantopus mexicanus
Great Blue Heron - Ardea herodias
American Avocet - Recurvirostra americana
Great Egret - Casmerodius albus
Killdeer - Charadrius vociferus
Snowy Egret - Egretta thula
Dowitcher spp. - Limnodromus spp.
Cattle Egret - Bubulcus ibis
Marbled Godwit - Limosa fedoa
Black-crowned Night Heron - Nycticorax nycticorax
Long-billed Curlew - Numenius americanus
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Green-backed heron - Butorides striatus
Greater Yellowlegs - Tringa melanoleuca
White-faced Ibis - Plegadis chihi
Osprey - Pandion haliaetus
Virginia Rail - Rallus limicola
Yuma Clapper Rail - Rallus longirostris yumanensis
Belted Kingfisher - Cety/e alcyon
Marsh Wren - Cistothorus palustris
Sora - Porzana carolina
Yellow-headed Blackbird - Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus
American Oystercatcher - Haematopus palliatrus
Northern Harrier - Circus cyaneus

THE STRIP
The strip is an area ranging in width from 0 to 50 meters and is located between the cattail marsh and the salt flats.

The dominate plants are as follows:
Saltgrass - 01st/cl/us sp,
Saltbush - Atriplex sp
Salicornia - Salicomia sp.

The bird species surveyed by Arizona Game and Fish in 1993 are as follows:
Double -crested Cormorant - Phalacrocorax auritus
Greater White-fronted Goose - Anser albifrons
Mexican Duck - Anas platyrhynchos
Caspian Tern - Sterna caspia
Northern Pintail - Anas acuta
Great Blue Heron - Ardea herodias
American Wigeon - Anas americana
Great Egret - Casmerodius albus
Blue-winged Teal - Anas discors
Snowy Egret - Egretta thula
Green-winged Teal - Anas crecca
White-faced Ibis - Plegadis chihi



Cinnamon Teal - Anas cyanoptera
American Oystercatcher - Hamatopus paffiatrus
Ruddy Duck - Oxyura jamaicensis
Black-necked Stilt - Himantopus mexicanus
American Coot - Fulica americana
American Avocet - Recurvirostra americana
American White Pelican - Pelecanus erythrorhynchos
Killdeer - Charadrius vociferus
Brown Pelican - Pelecanus occidentalis
Dowitcher spp - Limnodromus spp.
Western Gull - Larus occidentali
Marbled Godwit - Limosa fedoa
California Gull -Larus califomicus
Long-billed Curlew - Numenius americanus
Bonaparte's Gull - Larus philadelphia
Willet - Catoptrophorus semipalmatus
Heermann's Gull - Larus herrmanni
Greater Yellowlegs - Tringa melanoleuca
Forster's Tern - Sterna fosteri
Sanderling - Calidris alba
Dunlin - Calidris alp/na
Marsh Wren - Cistothorus palustris
Osprey - Pandion haliaetus
Loggerhead Shrike - Lan/us ludovicianus
Prairie Falcon - Falco mexicanus
Yellow-headed Blackbird - Xanthocephalus xanthocephal
Mourning Dove - Zenaiada macroura
Savannah Sparrow - Passerculus sanwichensis
Belted Kingfisher - Ceryle alcyon
Least Tern - Sterna antillaru
Nothwern Harrier - Circus cyaneus
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